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Sidney mayoralty candidate Loyd 
Burdon thinks it’s time for a fresh 
approach to be presented to the 
people — the new wave of the future 
favors more open, participatory and 
consultive government, he says.
Burdon — who reported recently 
it was unlikely he would run for the 
mayor’s office — says he’s had a 
change of heart. Mayor Norma 
Sealey shouldn’t go back in by 
acclamation — politicians should 
put their record and philosophies to 
the test now and again, he adds.
The 32-year-old alderman has
completed one two-year term. He 
charges Sealey is a “fulltime 
politician but not a fulltime 
mayor.’’ The mayor is involved in 
the Municipal Finance Authority, 
the Capital Regional District and the 
Association of Vancouver Island 
Municipalities.
Burdon says he thinks the mayor 
should “stay a lot closer to home.’’
The one-way couplet is still an 
issue he says, and disagrees it had 
been defused by Sealey’s agreement 
to a plan for traffic to flow two 
ways down Beacon.
The issue is just a little different, 
he says, citing the lack of a 
referendum on the couplet. Some 
1,600 people signed a petition for a 
referendum and although some were 
in favor of the couplet they were 
seeking a full discussion before 
council made any decision.
“I’m giving the people a chance 
to vote,’’he says.
He criticized Sealey’s “style of 
management’’ and accused the 
mayor of making decisions on her 
own. Pressed, Burdon says “lots of 
decisions are made by Sealey and
brought back to council for 
ratification.’’
If elected mayor Burdon says he 
doesn’t intend to be council’s 
representative on CRD -- 
traditionally the mayor sits on the 
CRD board.
Points in Burdon’s platform:
•If elected he would interpret the 
results as a “no-vote’’ on the 
couplet and would negotiate with 
Royal Trust for the return of ex­
propriated War Memorial parkland.
•Would resist efforts to borrow 
large sums of money to finance
construction of new capital works 
projets, such as the couplet.
•Until we’re out of the recession, 
Burdon says taxpayers’ money 
should be spent on maintenance and 
repair of existing roads and other 
capital stock.
•He favors a local road im­
provement, boulevard and ditch 
cleaning program which would 
reach all parts of Sidney. Pre­
occupation with the couplet has 
allowed the town to deteriorate to a 
shameful state of neglect, he says.
Continued on Page A2
Loyd Burdon 
. . seeks mayor's office
Who wants
to shoot
Making her first comments of the 
election campaign. Mayor Norma 
Sealey — who is seeking another 
term — says for the last two years 
she has “borne the blame’’ for 
everything people didn’t like about 
Sidney’s traffic proposal. .
“The fact that the couplet is now 
to be used against me as an election
“They continue to maintain the 
only proper solution is the original 
proposal (one-way couplet entering 
on Bevan and exiting on Beacon) 
and seem reluctant to compromise 
in any sense.’’
Sealey insisted she is “not the 
author of the study or recom­
mendations’’ but has accepted the 
responsibility of her office in 
putting the matter to council, “As 
with other members of council I 
have but one vote in the decision.’’ .
And Sealey said it should be 
understood that recommendations 
for the one-way couplet are not new, 
citing an advisory planning brief 
■ dated September, : 1978, which
referred to a study on traffic 7:
V conducted by a special committee (^ ; i 
jthe^ th^ Slidpey and North Saanich 
chamber of commerce in 
November, 1973, and pointing out 
the recom.mendations of that study 
included one-way streets far more 
extensive than anything envisaged 
since.
.... The..mayor hopes Sidney voters S 
would not elect candidates based on ^ 
----- “There is far more to ®
Damage,
in schools
■ ' a single issue. 1 here is tar ore to
municipal government these days ’’ Hundreds of pumpkins of all shapes and sizes will be up for grabs during Sidney Lions Pumpkin
nut Sealey said over the years she has Mania Oct. 29, 8:30 a.rn. - 5:30 p.m. at Beacon Plaza Mall. Purchase by donation. Pancake
. , ... breakfast served from Lions L,mchboxS:30-10 a.n,. Helping with harvest, from left. Lions presi- ft
' By PAT MURPHY . r. 
Darnage and thefts amounting to 
about $1;300 were recorded in 
Saanich district schools in monthly 
reports submitted to the; school 
board Monday night.
of a theft of ap-
^ proxinlately $250 from a drawer in ^ 7 ^ 
the principal’s desIt at Deep Cbvb ;^ 
school, teachers; were advised not to ; I' 
leave money in schools and to do 
their banking on the day money was 
received.
“The intruder obviously knew 
^ where the money was kept,” says a 
^ report made to the board. The only 
^ apparent damage was to the desk 
^ drawer. The money taken was from 
performing arts fees and for school
-... photographs.
Parkland school damage to a 
freezer in the school was discovered 
on .luly 24 and damage to frozen 
goods amounted to between $350 
and $400. The freezer was locked at
... m-'nt “A« oreaktast servea fr  i  JLuncno  8:30 - 10 a.ni. elping ith harvest, fr  left. Li s presi- elt someone had access,
issue obliges me to speak out,” all aspects ol civic government dent Ken Friesen, Glen Green, Ken Pieasance, Earl and Tania Pleasance and David Friesen. In Keating elementary damage,
Sealey said Monday. we head into what are acknowledged aeni isen t iiesen, uien ^uree i, Murray Sharratt Photo, apparently from a break-in,
Sealey explained the couplet is to be difficult times I would hope amounted to about $252. Window
part of the Sidney Transportation experience could be used to the latches, doors and a cabinet door
Study of October, 1980, carried out ;; advantage of the municipality. ® 13' . ■:-'''were^damaged^afterTorcibie''entrv tb''^':7-:'''v
hv Del Can, a tom transportation “The fact I have,devoted myself i,^^^^.^
planner, in consultation with high- fulltime to civic Pet' , H . Wife.- ■ ^ ■: Damage reports from Claremont
ways and the ^ to serve with a variety of 31^ W W secondary in September and
hi short, the study was based October told of forcible entry to the
input from experts in the field and pese connections have often been ^ in other news- Sidnev council meetings have building during which skylights and
“my opponent (Loyd Burdon) is Advantageous to the municipality Siclney , oouncil _Agreed Caldcr ruccested the narking^ windows were damaged.
now trying to encourage people to and our citizens—at the sam^ime, , unanimously to reconsider ItsCableVision channel 10 for the
Sealev said the mayor is readily accessible to the local ; the town’s fbreshore lease so that store might not exist if council could thrce ye^s bidlhecoimcil ott ce nas 
reSn^ble under^^ Smunity.” Developments interpret Municipa^ and the fire m- schools.
; Municipal Act with responsibility : The maybr said it was imperative ttd. may possibly proceed to: only to structure built or reriovated spector says ^ are
for “ixcommending” to council. to return a council that will work co- construct a $10 million breakwater ai^r that l^law became effective. ^
Based on the extensive background operatively. “My opponent ran for marina. « Sidney Natural Foods now has dous because exists and aisles must
information available, Sealey said a position on council two years ago “In retrospect we; were a bit restaurant seaUng for be kept i^r.,
she recommended to council ac- with a platform based on con- ; impetuous’’, said Aid. Loyd^ bianlakc
ceptance of the proposals contained frontation . That may be acceptable Burdon . ^ provide two of I-street parking
in (ho renort “I have ncfi sccn of as standard tactics in partisan Aid. .lohn Galdcr said the spaces. .. ... .. . ■ , , . ,. 7,
ho-ii d inv relevant rcason'to change politics at the provincial and federal . decision was too important to be referred the matter to the \vitiv only one. We re doing this as
“ pc^naHy future parking and Uraffie com- ; a service toU
been made bill cssenliaUy they have;; ; bln the past iwo/years.^ «
i 'i bccn biisea bon cmotionmihcrihnn , : behaviour ; hast onlyi iservod, no .f aboiii; rchnqiushmB the . lorcshpre^^^^^ s fmm Sm S* SrdS ;
■La V.: .iiL, •• A .,,1 nbiniAi hnmnof hiKino*;*; n( ‘ couhcil— 1 Icase.^^^^^ ^ television installation in 1 bidncy tioin a meeting scneuuitu iucsaay irattoimlU!,, And Scale) ,v,vimon ohnmhorc ifinv have tomove between himselfo town ad- *
and the 7
Staniake — who has been asked 
to remove one camera — contends
A wttvsHtv accept ’any sort c^ cc^- : rhthcr than the tiega
i* , h,.' . b, . „„ ■ (/Kt !• i*'rk '''-■■■ ■ ■' (111 H C .1'^ ■ M fl II mTH I f it 11 TC ^1 nSpCCt v* 'consent”, Calder said. arid he's not happy about it,;
• ■.. Vi,. .L,'.’ .i''
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Secondly this Ttwolutionary 
enterprise will not producc clouds 
of chemicals or heaps, of slag. 
Almost best of all it does not
ByC;R/VNIA:;LlTWIN;;;::;
A new and exciting industry is 
coming to the Saanich Peninsula.
h is clean, non-polluting and ...... .. . .
S promises to bring badly-needed demand a high level of energy.
profits,'.■'■ ■■■A'f :r-::a if,.■•.■'.What couldbetliisgood?
' Up to the present time 
; I ' government has been reluctant
encourage heavy industry on the computers to perform certain 
Island, with the reasonable *' tasks, suclVas producing
premise that dark snrioke, or monthly bank statements, reports
^ hazardous , chemical run-off on tenant vacancy raic.s, and cash
wouldliarm 't)ie'cn.vironnicniaricl;.\;..L;'flow'a,nalysis,;;v'^ ■'■■-.'LpL'HHii.'L'"'-'':''m'.;
' perhaps even more infportnntly, To the citizens of tomorrow,
5 hiiri the vim toiirisi Indtistry. i hits nnd bytes, chips and discs,
.iu, , At last, along; with the com- BAMr; will be. huzr




new > industry Lcould put the ; acoastcr which has seen cm 
peninsula at the apex of world A ploymcnt slump when world
Lh.ACommunicatidnA':';:.-.;:'';v. :yniatket^;:;,demand$7(all7;;---7lO;;Aa;:V"
—eamtemms^^ sound economy based on .tones of Cordova Bay and Mike
communciations technology and Vaux of Sidney. '
minute energy rcquircmenis, The software activity will
If this sounds like something attract high calibre scientists to^^^ g
out of rtiturisi Alv|n Tbffler’s the area, and has the potential to
latest book, The Third Wriye, It enliven the economy,said 




Pearce, The aciivily will not 
r>,„. the move could mark a , employ many people but tlic 
; sign!Ijcant hlstoflc change for tlie ;; product will generate.enormous,
incomej he added,
century cotitige industry reaching The confipany hos the potential
out to luefafive world tnWrkeis. : to tun) Saanich pepinsnla into 
; ;;Hcrc is a local product which the software equivalent of
no golden nematode can “Silicon Valley”, according to
threaten. ' Pearce, who told The Review the
The name of the software electronic
venture is Blue Chip Software
and it's owned by five men, ; aomake this type of businc.ss the
:'i."'David';;'.\Pcarcc, ;■■;::'a ;.:;yfoundihg;i;r;7t'riurtiber;bnc:indus'tfy:1tcre,;;:'yVi;'; ■;:■..At;;;',/
membef, works out ot a
Computer anaivst David Pearce, nnd new company Blue Chip office in C'ordova Bay. Other i%rce nnd P
My-
,, * , 'i .........* l«(l , r ‘1, h 'I V











Sidney council agonized make an application to the This request was rejected
Monday night over the Liquor Licensing Branch two years ago by the Liquor
decision to award Harmuss for a neighborhood pub. : L
Industries of Victoria the Council approved the there was another facility 
tovyn’s garbage contract for plan and will advise ; the^^^^^ w one-quarter of a
the next five years. Liquor Control Branch, mile.
First woman president of Saanich Peninsula chamber of commercef 
Margaret Donaldson was honored Thursday at a coffee break hosted by The 
tMeviewy
::: had been received from five 
companies and Harmuss 
Industries was^^^^^^^ 
bidder. CRD Disposal thej
iRight, clown from Giggles N' Grins gives Loiselle's coffee stir with tie. local company which now
Murray Siiarralt Photo has the garbage contract,
pointed out in a letter toh S 
council loss of the contract





-'’Aldermen ' a^. ,
I mJkm jrW ^'cRD' "^DisposaT had |
j Continued from Page A1 aldermen. Committees reality the proponents Aid. John Calder said * 
I «He would restructure would be re-defined to have some almost in- Sidney would be setting a '
I ' the council and corhmittee include a land use and surmountable obstades to dangerous precedent,- if
I system to make fuller use of zoning function as well as overcome, he adds. But he council did not select the
I establishing a bylaw review favors the approach of bidder,
i committee. ' allowing a private company Harmuss Industries was ■
•He would encourage to attempt the develop- awarded the five-year
r**^:^*, council and committees to ment, as opposed to j^o^^^act for $807,640 or
'g'Oianey, caims, more fully debate issues government, which does
t . , with public input before not have the resources, he tender frm CRD Disposal.
promising the wishes Restaurant located at the
Sidney council agreed f public at election :time^or. , prop(«aC^eyer^^^^ .tl^^, ^
Monday night that Sidney through presentation of a l>ghl O' day, Burdon s^s
will become a sister city to petition would not be he would ensure the
Cairns, Q ucens 1 a nd , ignored.“I do not intend to strongest safeguards were
AustraliaL^^^)^^^^
Cairns will be Sidney’s; says, and sums up his style ^^ccess and use of ^the y
t.hird sister city and Mayor as “co-operation not water ! rpnt ^ are^
confrontation,’’ jmd see that the
certainly fBurdonthe town s ownership, control 
: will entail only the cost of a proposed breakwater is a and other public interests in
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Anthony Macauley Associates, a consulting firm which 
designed systems and computer programs under contract 
to government agencies.
Their basic task now is to channel their energy into A major selling coup is the dBAse 11 language which 
building a world market system into which will flow an allows more sophisticted programs and is not yet used by 
unlimited array of software. major competitors who write in Basic — one of the first
Predictions, according to the consultant, are en- languages.
In 1982 they learned of a brand new micro-computer couraging. “The gross dollar revenue estimated for sof- And the area itself is another trump card the 
language called dBase II that could do far more tasks in a tware is greater than that earned for computers themselves, businessmen hold.
fraction of the time. In the next few years it will have become a larger industry “The peninsula is the place where things are hap-
“It is a very powerful language,” said Pearce, “and we than even computer manufacture.” pening,” said the computer whiz. “We are in an idea
began to use it long before most people had even heard of Blue Chip Software has already entered the market location to attract the best computer science experts, 
it.” place. Anyone in the world would want to come to live here.”
Pearce and Punnett made a wager with provincial Since January the company has produced two software Pearce explained that in areas such as Los Angeles 
treasury board analysts that they could re-write that packages as well as a general accounting system for the companies have difficulty holding on to top talents because 
department’s budget estimating system onto micro- provincial finance ministry designed to supplement and of smog and population pressures.
computers using dBase II. The bet was taken and two streamline its process. “We have found this area to be an advantage, it is
weeks later the prototype was complete. The computer scientists have produced a universally superb.”
The reaction was immediate. Several provincial adaptable law office management system for which Pearce And the orovincial aovernment is becinnina to realize 
ministries snapped up the revolutionary software and the feels there is a tremendous market because the only the indust^y^iant pomntial '
direction of the consulting firm was radically changed^ com^tilion is a $90 TO minicomputer system. ^ According to Pearce, Blue Chip has been approved for
Thts turning point coincided with the arrwal of Keith "Ours uses a $10,000 microcomputer and the legal first $30,000 grants in the software field.
Tomlinson who came here fromjoronto looking for high package is $4,000. ^ , Software is destined to be the area's primary industry
quality software to distribute najionally. This means a small law firm can now afford computer fi „ears said Pearce One which is growing so
The former owner of a $10 million business in the east systems for the first time, said the expert. ^ ^ ^
called Data Terminal Mart, Tomlinson met the two Thorne Riddell in Vancouver are currently testing the ^ ^ . o.,, . , u i
computer consultants, was impressed with their experience product with an eye to marketing it world-wide and Wang Just as the first computer tilled a huge room but“as 
and performance and the Blue Chip partnership was born. Canada are also interested. “We’ve had calls from their been condensed today so that the same capacity is held on 
The beauty of a software industry is that there are no marketing managers in every province.” several micro-chips the size of a pin-head, so Pearce sees
machining or manufacturing processes. As Pearce ex- Blue Chip has also produced systems for property stunning local changes through technological triumphs just 
plained, the main investment is time and brain power. management, business planning and are currently around the corner.
The program is written once, copywrited and then sold developing a six-area package which will integrate a Complementing this giant software potential will be the
many times. It becomes a money-making“cottage in- general accounting system: inventory, accounts receivable computer hardware development of such proposed 
dustry” in which one small centre can generate software and payable, general ledger, project management and businesses as Dynatek, in Sidney.
, used across a continent. Canada payroll.
< The only drawback is that all the expenses of “Our aim is to market our software quickly, before 
establishing such a business are “up-front.” Each director others bring out theirs. To continue to upgrade and keep
T has had to vvork for more than a year and the hardest times ahead of the competition,” Pearce said.“ We’ve got to
are ahead. work fast.
CAMABIAH
i^SSOCIATiOl^
^YOU GET WHAT ..YOU
PjlYFOR
L By GRANIA LITWIN “The rational is there, f is an urgent need to there was a chance residents collected.
' Water lines in North think it’s solid: Let’s do it,” ' establish a reserve fund to could “pay as they go” and ; There is currently a
j Saanich are in desperate said Corhford. deal with the water problem / that the systems, “im- capital reserve Tund of,
need of upgrading and . the Cornford moved that he argued a jump in rates of mediate needs could be approximately $101,000 of
direct its 50 per cent would be fulfilled each year” as which $60,000 is already
^ committee Monday night chairman unacceptable to the minister increased revenues are committed, he said.
“ wrestled/ with when to back ltd cpmrnittee^h
I Ymr Chaiatsaw Spacialisis!
The Stihl® :028iWood :BossTM
' increase rates “ perhaps by priorities of capital water He noted that while the
, as much as 50 per cent. works so that a study can be increase is soundly
How much to increase made of increased water justified, a jump from a
those rates when the time rates. dollar to $1.25 per
comes was the central issue. “We are looking at thousand would be more i
“We’ve lagged far defective pipe sizes and palatable,
behind Sidney and Central systems and need ball-park Cornford said once the 
' Saanich for a long while,” estimates to provide , some minister is apprised of the
argued Aid. George basis for looking at in- situation through the '
Westwood.' ‘‘We’re creases,” he said. chairman and .staff report
pathetically lower. It’s time North Saanich rates are deplorable condition
to bite the bullet.” currently $1 per thousand of water mains there will be i
le system is sub- gallons. Sidney charges room for dissent by _
ard,” he said bluntly. $1.50 per thousand gallons. anyone in that office.
•'V* a
the Cartels Point, Dean Park,
“Th  
stand r .
Aid. Alan Cornford Cornford identified 
/ agreed, saying
municipality ^ Deep Cove and the since the matter concerns a
" porate fesponsibihty yto inch connection at West p/
upgradie lines‘‘to interface Saanich to Cloake Hill as 
• and loop’ them where haying major upgrading / Curhrriing pointed out
necessary, and replace with concerns. entire tip-
larger pipes in certain high While chairman Jim grading process could run 
demand areas. that there into millions ot dollars
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There’s a bizarre element in the North Saanich 
mayoralty election this time around. First we have 
Aid. Alan Cornford deciding he’d like to “go for 
the roses” — the mayor’s job.
'L'Fine.) '
Then Aid. Jim Gumming officially announced 
his retirement to this paper, .saying he’s “too old” 
and frustrated with North Saanich politics, deplor- 
irig the election of some candidates.
But in another paper the same week Gumming 
was reported to be running in concert with Corn­
ford and questioned later admits that it was a 
possibility, since Gornford was a busy man with lit­
tle time to spare, that he might help out by taking 
- bn some of Cornford’s work.
Confusion reigned when Aid.Harold Parrott 
LannouncedL he was going for the mayor’s seat. 
Gumming says he cannot make a decision vyhether 
he should seek another two-year term as alderman 
^ because of Parrott’s entry into the mayoralty ring. 
It was ridiculous for the two men to be running 
against each other, he says. He’d hoped the two 
would get Together and decide which of them 
should opt out of the race. But by Monday night 
that hadn’t happened and Gumming still didn’t 
have an answer about his own position.
I don’t care which of them runs — it’s North 
Saanich I’m concerned about, he says.
But we’re boggled at the assumption that it’s 
alright for Gumming to run again as alderman in 
order to help Cornford out with his mayoralty
If Cornford doesn’t have the time to, be mayor,- 
why is he running?
If time is the negative factor for Cornford — 
he’ll be away for most of November, we’re told, 
and two aldermen say his attendance at committee 
meetings is poor—- then he certainly should not be 
going for the mayor’s seat.
It would be ludicrous to elect Cornford on the 
basis that Gumming is his stand-in for meetings 




. . Well, Alan, I knew you were a little short of time, so ! made some posters for you.
In a few days nominations close and we’ll know 
who’s contesting municipal elections in Central 
Saariichb North Saanich and Sidney. Some have 
already declared themselves, others haye taken out 
papers but are still undecided and will go to the last 
minute before committing themselves.r
And it is a commitment. A big one. Many people 
underestimate the amount of work that goes into 
being a member of council. It doesn’t simply in­
volve weekly attendance at council meetings. There 
are committee meetings, meetings with staff; 
numerous telephone calls to disturb the pcp T ( : 
one’s hbrnc, attendance at civic functions . 
host of Ollier activities. And then; there’s ali^ 
flak to lake when unpopular decisions arc made 
and the public reacts.
It takes a lot of dedication -- or ttnibilion to 
stay ihcicbufsc undiw 
sure they know whaf i^^
A recent land-use rezoning proposal ywas“shpt 
down’f by Rick Kasper, regional director for Langford.; ; 
The project; was for a mobile hbrne;parkv to provide 
affordable, desirable, needed housing, primarily for 
senior citizens who do not wish to live in apartments or 
condominiums and cannot maintain a large lot or 
grounds but still want “their own” place on a small lot 
within a community environment which provides 
certain types of protection and security.
The project would provide manual or labour type 
work for . approximately 75 people immediately. It 
would also bring city water into a community presently 
operating on wells, many of which drop drastically in 
' summer at a time when the forest fire hazard is highest 
;in an area of vast undeveloped sections and surrounded 
by regional parks.
( This water lihe would be cbnstruCteid af nb cbsti tb V 
residents of the comrriunity, no one would; be forced tqT 
“hook up” and tax payers would not be “paying the : 
shot” as is the case when government provides such a 
/'■service.:/'/■L'/f/':/;;■/;;■■;(,■■■■
The water would also lower fire-insurance rates and 
would be helpful in the volunteer fire department’s; 
efforts to gain “official recognition’’ by government.
The tax base to be created by 153 units would provide 
a minimum of $150 in property taxes derived per unit 
per year for a total of $22,950;and could quite con­
ceivably be double that figure or more when homes are 
/'■'placed on,the lots. L.;
The work involved to bring in the water line would 
upgrade two miles of road, providing an alternate route 
to the highway, would be shorter and straighler than the ' 
existing route, and would remove local traffic from a 
.TregionalCpark.';'/";
It would appear that all attempts should be made to 
encourage anyone with the guts and fortitude to attempt 
development today, not to have stumbling blocks placed 
in their way. Rick Kasper’s reason for denying the right 
for this project to go to public hearing, only raises 
(questions about his motives and credibility.
W politicians to
( become sturnbling blocks; not only to development but 
to helping the economy do a (hum around and to: 
( bfeakihg Insane “land freeze’f Mb'iitlbns which keep the 
prices of land and housing escalating, by playing it safe
and sitting on fences. ; r; /
As nomination day and election time approaches a 
new“go getter” candidate should be considered; we live 
in times calling for action not stalling.
Signed by a “hopeful future Highlands resident”;and 
a senior citizen who wants to have the right to decide 




I was considerably shocked at Mrs. Anderson’s letter 
published in the Oct. 12 edition of your paper. She has 
my deep sympathy as she was so ill and I hestiate to 
take issue with her. But I do want to stand up for our 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital and the care they give their 
patients.
My own experience was quite the reverse of Mrs. 
Anderson’s. 1 was there for six weeks in the spring ofv 
1982 after a stroke, my right leg and arm were affected. 
And again in 1983 in .July with a fractured hip.
; In both cases 1 had the best of care; night and day, 
and made a good recovery. The nurses were skillful and 
patient, as 1 had to have two everytime I transferred 
from bed to wheel chair and the reverse. ;
At night I had to have my position changed every two 
•hours. All this was done so cheerfully and skillfully I 
cannot be grateful enough. ;
1 was in a five-bed ward both times. The food which 
Mrs. Anderson calls (“plastic”, was both (Carefully 
choseii and attractively served. I am a diabetic as well, 
and 1 appreciated the extra care taken: oyer my meals 
and the extra snacks 1 had to have.
The therapy was marvellous and most sympathetic 
and effective. At no time did I feel my freedom was 
being “eroded”, far from it, and 1 think we are all very 
lucky to have such a fine hospital at our very doors.
Elsie E'.^Wollaston,'"(' 
(■(;"((' ((734Sc'a^Drivc. R.lR. 1," 
(■ Brentwood Bay/.''
;Wiih reference to the;letter JVom Hclcn Andersoh in 
Oct(12 issue of The Review; I entered the Peninsula 
Hospittii on;Sept.' IS, a;week;earlier,; My nteals were 
seryeef on hot vyater disltcs, piping hbt, the;cutlcry w
(Ttniiniied on Page A5
60 YEARS AGO (
From the Oct. 25,1923, issue of The Review
The insects wage eternal war on humanity, pitting ;i 
their tiny size and incredible numbers against our i; 
strength and trained intellects. They attack our food, !( 
our shelter, our clothing and are all the more terrifying 
because they do it blindly, instinctively and without the »
least animosity towards us.
Worst of all, the bugs are slowly winning — and fora ' 
single reason.
That reason is that stupid man, with the unbelievable : 
short-sightedness to which he is so prone, has destroyed
his chief ally, the wild bird.
A French naturalist has estimated that if the birds 
were all to disappear man could live on the earth only 
nine years’, for without the birds, all plants and trees and 
vegetables would disaj^pear — the worms and bugs ; 
would eat them, root and branch. v(
50YEARSAGO
From the Oct. 25,1933, issue of The Review
A big consignment of sacked, unsealed liquor was (; 
seized by provincial police officers at Bedwell Harbour, / 
Pender Island, and the operators of a powerboat i 
arrested on a charge of being unlawfully in possession - 
of a firearm it was reported to headquarters in Victoria 
Monday.
The seizure took place on Monday when Constable 
D.O. Tweedhope, of Ganges, Constable Archie Car­
michael and Constable Murphy in the launch B.C.P. j 
No. 6, swooped down on Bedwell Harbour to find the
powerboat “Kitnayakwa” lying in the bay.
One hundred and forty-five sacks of liquor (worth 
$5,000) found concealed on shore, and apparently ready
for trans-shipment, were seized by the officers.
40 YEARS AGO , :
From the Oct. 27,1943, issue of The Review
On May 15, 1943, Lancaster bombers of the RAF 
found a new target in industrial Germany. They 
breached the/two greatest dams in the country and; , 
unleashed millions of tons of water.
The Moehne Dam, near Soest on the Ruhr, com 
taining 134 million tons/qf water, and the Eder Dam, / 
containing 202 million tons, were broken and the water; 
rushed with all its destructive powef into the Ruhr and ; : 
■/■''^Eder:yalleys'.'"''':.';;(:
Apart from the considerable, damage (done by / 
; flooding, the breaking of these dams deprives many of 
Germany’s big centres of prqduction for the “wehr- 
macht’’ (of water necessary (for light and povyer. They;
take years to fill again.
30 YEARS AGO
From the Oct. 28,1953, issue of The Review
The country fair, held on Saturday night in the 
Brentwood Community Hall, with an estimated at­
tendance of 1,100, was a great financial success, ex­
ceeding last year’s results.................
The show was m.anaged by Arthur H.Q. Bolster and 
will be shared by the Brentw^ood Community 
Club, Central Saanich chamber of commerce, Brent­
wood Women’s Institution, PTA and boy scouts.
Every organization in Brentwood had a stall of some 
kind and did a flourishing business, as did the picture 
show sponsored by Brentwood school.
20 YEARS AGO
From the Oct. 30,1963, issue of The Review
First' sod vvas turned Monday (mqrning iri; the con­
struction project of the new $90,000 Sidney civic centre.; 
(The impressive new centre for the village will ac­
commodate village and health services as well as qther 
community provisions. It will be completed by next 
.•((:’/spring.;.' /.....-L' ((:"':';;A(''‘:(^".(://(;;
T’roperty known for many years as “The Latch”, one ^ 
of the best developed estates on the Saanich Peninsula,
'• has'changed(hands.. ;(■( ('(
Recently owned by Eric Philbrook and his family, ( 
operators of an adjoining marina, the large residence ; 
situated on approximately 20 acres, has been purcha.sed 
by representives of a California family as an investment ; j 
for a trust estate. Sale price was hot disclosed but it is 
generally known thatihe offering price was $135,000.
(10 YE'ARSAGO/(;;(>:.((':'L('^''/:(;•'(/■''■/
From Ihe Oct. 24, 1973, issue of The Review
Sidney merchants may take the law into their own 
hands if crowds of young people begin vandalizing their; 
business this Halloween, a Beacon St . merchant warned < 
council Monday, ■
; “This would hot be answer;;bht(spme hothead may 
start somcthing,(:“WJ.Granfield, of Sidney Hardware, 
■(told council in n'lcuer
Granficld said he was writing the letter to “request 
prbtcctioit (and(c6ntrbl of the hoodlums responsible” (( 
Ihr lasl year’s street disturbances.
: !*i**!i!i*! w wiw ws
J/-:,•://1.
At the legislaturei
If Vou think the B.C; Government Employees Union 
(is backed into a corner now, you ain’t seen nothing yet;
The real Crunch lii still to come. Just what do you 
think(Premier (Bennetf will dq i^ the; BCGEU goes on 
strike Nov. 1, as It threatened to do? Sit: btick and ircIax?L 
..Nofonyourjife;'//,;7'/' 7(»';':(:/7//:'/(./''::';/7''-/:’('''':
If I were BCGEU president Norm Richards 1 would 
capjfully examine the goyernmeht’s position and think 
(of('lhe(^orst»pqssiblc(;sccnariq(;a(strike;'Cbuid((t(Hg 
Aadjdiuij'rbt^Hcyc (nic,-dqtisn(i iuuk((v'ciy(ptqihising' fot(' 
his union,
At best, the government will let public servants slew 
on the picket lines for a ICw montlis. Excluded per*
(sonhel cati quite easily perform the most vital functions 
((qf;;,jjoyernih.cnt/;and(^a$('lqng,as(pubHc;:scry«nis::are(bh(
( strike,: they won’t get (paid, which; w^ 
considerable savings.
An alternative would ;bc to( legislate public (servants ; 
back to work; bin for reasons riicntioncd above, I don't 
believe the government would be in too much of a hurry;
■ .to(do(s'o;'((■ ■/:.:('(;(./.■':;: '/;/'i■;;;■; '.(■■ ■ /■//■
( Which leaves a ihircl possibility, a possibility 1 am 
convinced the govtjrnment js seriously considering, , 
Having followed Reagan’s fiscal policies so far, the 
premier may be templed to adopt some of iltc U.S.
( president’s non-fiscal policies as well.
* Remember when Reagan fired all air traffic con­
trollers? And (remember how soon the furore died 
((down?../,'(((;(.;'■'■;''■;'(/ ('((";(;;'"(;;
( i can see Bennett take similar mensures a few weeks 
'.into.aBCGE'Ustrike,/'L;;;/'
I don’t think the government(would autontatlcally 
fire all striking public servants but I wqvtkln’t be sur­
prised If he gave the union an ultimatumf You have 48 
hours to report to work. Failure to do so will result in 
the advertisement of the abandoned positiotis, Striking 
union members arc welcome to apply for the positions, 
along with anyone else,
.(,(;((,'y»itb,(ly,/(pct(,(ccni ',u'nciiipIqyu)ctit,,,,l'(duii’i,(.supiHAc,( 
there will be a shortage of applicants for thc positlons.
Anyone who/belicvCs the government wouldn’t dare 
resort to sucli drastic tactics hasn't paid attention to 
what’s been happening;since/the election; iVacMcally 
((/"eyerything/'th'e (goyc'fnment;1ias (Jpne .((since;; ji;,"was";re-,
(clccled with an increased tnajorlty was unprecedented.
Bill .1, the Public Sector Rcstraitii Act is un­
precedented in its: Seventy; Centralization of power in(( 
cabinet; is uiiprcccdentecl. The (elimination of whole 
(programs and services is unprecedented; The entire 
restraint package is unprecedented.
The government is convinced that the BCGEU can’t 
count on public support, and 1 think the government 
reads the public mood correctly. (
The (premier has said over ahd over again that the 
unemployed logger has no sympathy for the kind of job 
security public servants Itave come to expccL And if you 
talked to a bunch of loggers who have been out of work 
for more than a year, you’d know thc premier isn’t 
'■(: kidding.';'"^ '(((:■/''/;/.■.//(:"■
Bennett is determined to bring abouLsomc kind of 
equity between the unemployed logger and the publjc; 
servant. And if destroying the public servant’s job 
(scCttrity is (the(only/way to bririg that equity,(that’s 
exactly vvliat Bennett will do, secure in the knowledge 
iliai he’ll be cliceicd qnby all the unemployed loggers.
( Ah of this doesn’t cbnitihutc much;to the happiPcss; 
of Nqrtn Richards and his (BCGEU. t’m sure lie knows 
(((.((iluU'hc’vwalklnija tightrope,(;(;((((..((( (;(’(((;.('"((((((..(("'.((.'■'-((, 
( I’nv not ?iO Sure, boweverf that he Avill govern himself ;( 
accordingly. In all likelihqbd, the uniqtvwlll feel backed ( ; 
into a corner and try to lash out the best a,union knows 
.;hqw':,— by striking.;
But Richards should Inform hiLunion members of the
poiisible consequences of a strike. To leave them in 
ignorance and allow ihcm to vent their feelings against ; 
the ( government : ihroiigh drastic action ;woiild be ( 
Irresponsible.
It is unfortuhate for life BCGEU thatji’s ih a no-win ( 
situation. The government js holding all the cards and it 
intends to play them, if necessaryc; (; (
(fhe BC^jEUmust realize that strike action could 73 
easily result in its destruction, For belter or for worse, it 
has really no choice but to bow to the government’s 
(''prcss'tirc tactics. .■:('.''"(". ■.':“'■"';(■:■:((" ■"(/':(;(;('(
ThI only hope the BCGEU has of ever being restored ; 
to an effective union is tbc defeat of the Social Credit 
government, And that is a veryjffy prospect. ( ( L 
. Knowing unions in I^orth;America(nnd th 
jerk reaction to tough employers; however, I am under 
no illusion that the BCGEU will heed any warnings. 
And maybe the union can’t even hq flamed.
: (Practically; bvcrnig|n it has been decimated, lis 
former strength ; as a bargaining partner has been 
, .severely sapped: by tlic government’s determination to
exercise restraint, no jTiatter what, its options are to 
■';';play,dcadorja,self-desl(ructVNqia(yery(goadphaice(;(.;7^^^ 
By .gqing' un,^..strike, .tlic.,BGCjEU ;may be,'giving' ihC' 
government the ultimate tool: iq (rid iisdf;of a very
. annoyitig and bothersome thbriT. : ; ; ( ^ ; (, H
; Whether the union will,; indeed. plav imoL the 
;, government’s hands remains to bc /secn — Nov 1; or
(: soon'fhereafier(WiUt'elh'';,'';".,.''''";;.',"(;'3'/('':"/:'
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good chrome, the coffee was in pottery mugs.
A few days later the dishes and cutlery were plastic — 
for the very good reason that because of the addition to 
the extended care wing the kitchens were being enlarged 
and the electrical equipemnt, including the dishwashers 
were temporarily disconnected. '
The staff has been working under great difficulties 
and need and deserve encouragment and praise for the 
efforts, not uninformed criticism.
As for the food I have been in many hospitals and 
never had tastier or better balanced meals.
Mary F. Martin 
7093 Brentwood Dr.
Players say thanks
For the past two years Peninsula Players has con­
ducted a fund raising campaign, approaching 
businesses, professionals, and individuals. Last year 
donations were considerable — so much so that this 
year we have decided not to'ask for financial support, 
but instead, to offer people'our heartfelt thanks. We 
would, however, like to keep names on our list of 
sponsors which appears in each program throughout the 
year. Those who would prefer to have their name 
removed or the listing changed please call Judy Rinfret 
at652-5772.
Peninsula Players was founded 31 years ago and has 
been active on the Saanich Peninsula ever since. The 
Players usually stage productions as well as running 
workshops and participating in drama festivals and 
community activities.
Last season’s activities include two plays performed 
' for the general public, two festival entries, one of which 
won high honours and was named best play at both 
regional and B.C. festivals, and participation in the 
Sidney Days Parade and Peninsula Community 
Association Christmas Fair.
Although we are not asking for donations this year we 
hope people will support us by coming to see our 
productions. The first ons is Ladies in Retirement, to be 
presented Nov 4, 5, 11, 12 at 8 p.m. at Central Saanich 
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Ladies in Retirement is three-act mystery drama, and first Peninsula Players presentation of season. 
Directed by John Climer, it will be staged Nov. 4, 5, 11 and 12 starting at 8 p.m. in Lions Hall, 6994 
East Saanich Rd. From left to right are Vaughan Wolff, Roberta Dunbar, Daphne Farmer, Gloria 
Evanoff and P. Jane Wynne. Other members of cast include Joan Lake and Helen Hitchen. Tickets 
from Tanners Books and Gifts, Thought Shop and at the door, Murray Shanrau Photo
& FRAME SHOP
Serving Peninsula People for Over a Decade
2459 BEACON AVE.
next to Bank ol Montreal 656-3633
And, if anyone has ever wanted to meet some zany, Couple }
like to get involved with any aspect of theatre, please 
come to one of our meetings (usually held the first 
Tuesday of each month at the Lions Hall) or call 
Penelope Bornhold at 652-0597.
Penelope'Bbmhold "z' 
■ President, Peninsula Players;';/
An introduction to cominon debt; securities^
Securities a,nd investing with / term deposits;/ long z terrhz
Stuart K Travis. M.A. is ^ ^ [ securities,
Featured 7 - 9 p.m. Nov. 23^^
and 30 m the lounge,z-at.... ■
Panorama Leisure Centre.
Topics covered include
preciation; taxation; in 
Zivei^imeht funds and RRSPs
David E. pines and 
Karen M. O’Bryne of 
O tt awa we re j oined z i n 
marriage Oct. 20. Justice of 
the / Peace, C.Ez / Perrie 
officiated in the ceremony:! 
Dines wijl be^^^^^^^m 
Ashcroft, B.C. to take up a 
ppsidon?/as / hospital;/ad-/; 
ministrator while his wife is 
returning to Ottawa. She 
will be joining her husband 
in January, 1984.
Tribimal to hear
Lawyer George Cum- 
niing, of the Vancouver 
firm of f Cumming, 
Richards, Underhill, Fraser 
and Skillings, has been 
named chairman of a 
tribunal to hear Robert 
Abbott’s appeal against his 
dismissal as principal of 
North Saanich middle 
school.
Of the two/members of 
the tribunal still to be 
selected, one will be chosen 
by the ; B.C. / Teachers’ 
Federation ahd the other by 
B.C. School Trustees’ 
Association.
There is no date set for 
the hearing which is ex­
pected to be held in late ■ 
//November.
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Andrew Martin Orr, 17, 
of 2546 Beaufort St., 
Sidney, was sentenced to 16 
months in jail and 18 
months probation Oct. 18, 
in Sidney provincial court 
after he was found guilty of 
attempted theft and various 
other charges.
Judge G.S. Denroche 
handed Orr a 15-month 
sentence for an attempted 
theft charge stemming from 
an incident June 6 when Orr 
confronted a person outside 
Magic Circuits, 9756 3rd 
St., with a tire iron. Orr was 
also given another month in 
jail for three charges of 
breach of undertaking.
Sentences of 10 days for 
possession of a narcotic, 
three months for theft 
^ under $200, three months 
; for loitering, 14 days for 
: resisting arrest, and three 
months for mischief will all 
be served concurrent to the 
; previous sentence.
) Allan Boyd, 33, of 2-1765 
i Rockland Rd., Victoria,
; was fined $500 after 
^pleading guilty to not 
■ having a sufficient number
i Of life jackets or other 
^ approved floatation devices
ii for passengers aboard his
i-Aessel.,;';': , \v
Boyd was caught by 
i police near Swartz Bay; 
• transporting 52 people back 
from a party on a nearby' 
island. He was also fined 
$50 for being without 
’ running lights aboard his 
vessel.





A 41-year-old housewife and 
former businesswoman working in 
mortgage and loans is seeking a seat 
on North Saanich council. Lorraine 
Bainbridge, 8591 Lochside Dr. says 
she has concerns and feels she can 
offer some “new thought and 
approaches.”
Bainbridge says she’s “not a 
political person” but has the time to 
spare for the aldermanic job. It’s 
her first try at office.
On the subject of land use, 
Bainbridge says with North 
Saanich’s projected increase in 
population, rather than opening up 
new areas development should occur 
in Ardmore, Bazan Bay, Amity and 
Dean Park.
Water. The candidate says water 
goes hand in hand with planning 
and should be where people are 
going to be. People moving into an 
area need a good, healthful water 
supply and proper sewage disposal 
and there “should be an overall 
planning so requirements are met.”
The revised community plan 
should incorporate these ideas and 
there should be co-operation bet­
ween municipalities and a look at 
the whole area (Saanich Peninsula), 
added Bainbridge. “Groups 
shouldn’t be backbiting and 
fighting,” she says, referring to the 
occasional spats between Sidney and 
North Saanich.
Population. Control of 
population should be by w'ay of 
development.- if there’s a good 
community plan as people come to 
dn area and pressures are applied — 
;“hen if it’s within a 
area j that’s fine; she says.
Bainbridge idstrongly in favor of
maintaining the Agricultural Land 
Reserve except in cases where land is 
proved to be totally unsuitable for 
any kind of agriculture and “there 
can be a better use for it.”
She warns a considerable amount 
of land has been taken out of the 
ALR in the Fraser Valley. “And it 
shouldn’t have been. In most in­
stances decisions boil down to 
common sense and a realistic view 
of what’s there,” she adds.
Council indemnities. Bainbridge 
doesn’t have any thoughts on 
whether council should get a raise in 
the coming year. When she took out 
papers she says she got a surprise. 
She hadn’t realized aldermen were 
paid for their services. “I made my 
decision on the basis of wanting to 
serve the community.”
She urges co-operation on those 
facilities shared between Sidney and 
North Saanich — library, 
recreation, police and fire depar­
tment, and says the two 
municipalities should get together 
on sewage. She points out the runoff 
from Dean park hillside is unhealthy 
and stems from the overflow of 
septic fields.
“This also interferes with the 
water tables,” Bainbridge says. 
“For health reasons some system 
must be developed and decisions 
made soon, particularly with the 
projected growth in North Saanich 
that must be accommodated.
Marina expansion. Rather than 
more marina expansion, Bainbridge 
believes in “good coastal 
management” and the “effective 
; use of present developments.” Are 
they fully developed, are they ef­
ficient? she questions. ;r
GRAHAN! ROOFING
SIX POINT ROOF TUNE UP 
ONE STOREY







Parkland Concert Band, 
the school’s Jazz Band and 
the choir will be performing . 
in a concert 7:30 p.m. Nov.
2 in Parkland’s 
multipurpose room.
Featured — a variety of 
music which includes 
Dixieland,; Bach, overture- 
style pieces and popular 
light jazz. Admission is by 
donation;
"YGUR FULL SERVICE PET STORE" 
"Your Pet's Happiness is Our Business"
convicted of drinking and 
driving for the third time 
and was sentenced to three 
months in jail.




Capital Families annual 
; ; forum commencing 7 p 
> Oct. 26 at St. John’s Parish
Specialists in Rolf 
C. Hagen Products it.
FREE
Hall, 925 Balmoral. Coffee
Sidney, was fined $400 and Flu vaccine is now congestion of the lungs and arrange innoculation desserts, annual general 
Daniel B. Sam, 21, of 1320 available and provided free associated with heart with community health rneeting (elections), and a
Cross Rd., Bren- to eligible persons through disease; impaired kidney services or a doctor. panel discussion on “Where
■'[/'■COFFEE;./ ./
FRIDAY OCT. 28th 1©% SwDE
2317 BEACON AVE; 




■ Iwo'od Bay, was fined $300 their family doctor or at function associated with Mo.st. adults require one are the families when family 1^
, after they pleaded guilty to community health, service chronic kidney disease; “shot” only while young policy is being made?”
impaired driving. offices. chronic conditions such as adults and children may
On Oct. 20 in court. Eligible persons include diabetes; severe anaemia or need two shots a month 
'■ Bernhard Joseph Lang, 21, anyone aged 65 or over; conditions associated with apart. The vaccine takes a
, of 6807 Wallace Dr., persons of any age who, impaired immunological week or two for immunity
■ Brentv/ood Bay, was suffer from impaired function. to build up.
sentenced to 30 days in jail, respiratory function Those not eligible to For more information
two years probation and associated with chronic receive the vaccine free may contact your doctor or '
ordered to pay a total of disease of the lungs; purchase it at a drug store nearest health office. ‘ -J
!; $303.60 in restitution after
Workshopshe was found guilty of , J assault, wilful 'ddniage:^;t
private property and Understanding/ ; ;your 
I'i mischief. child’s development (part
/;; Police: arrested Lang Get. i ll) is the subject of a 
9 after he caused; con-^ w psycliologist j
siHerable dan)age and “,arry pettweiler!td;be held 
assultcd the resident of a 7:30- 9:30 p.m. Nov. 7, 14, 
house y/ere he thought there: 21 and 28 at room 103, 
was a paftyfVyhileconfinecl Metropolitan ; United 
to a police vehicle, Lang Church, 907 Pandora.
NEED AN EtECTRICIAN?
'To replace a faulty switch, add'another wail plug, con-; 
[nect an; appliance or add another; light in /one of the 
:robms :or basement, f "
tore off a dodr handle. There is a fee, registration 
atthedoor/
Qualified Journeyman Electrician./ Licensed and living 
/in/your area.can provide an.efficient service. .// -





school philoso])hy and 
concept in Saanich School 
' ''':'Districf? :■';■;■■'■:;
/ A special committee w 
ponder this question and try 
to put it on paper. /
/ Is it hours, is it location 
|/ pr/is it iritcgiatidn of grade 
[Six students? fisked com­
mittee /ntcinber trustee 
/ Rubymay PruTotl/ Monday 
night/ Trustees decided/all 






/// middle school /committees/ 
the board ordered stmek at 
the end of the 1983 school
/;:/,ycar, HGMSA^';/was,:;,cua--;,
/■■''■''qcrncd/;i)he Taid/abdut^': the f 
delay In getting; uhdcrvmy. 
The sooner a rniddle school 
I policy /vi-as established; the-
:.,bcucr,■■'■:







were made by Saanich 
scliool board chairman 
John Betts to four students 
at Monday niglit’s meeting 
of trustees.
They were Timo Tissan, 
industrial education and 
Jane Spencer, community 
service, both of Stelly’s; 
Suzanne Klausen, graphic 
arts and Carol Hyland, 
graphic arts, both of 
Parkland. and Carol 








¥ I f ■
PRESENTS
*0N CHOOSING BOOKS 
FOR CHILDREN*
How can you tell good from bad? 
What’s great in this year’s crop? 
Which books for which age?
Classes are free,
but please call 656-3144
TO REGISTER FOR ANY Wednesday evening 
session, as space is limited
Droopy-eyed John Martin, TMH coordinator, 
Saanich school district, drew some curious looks 
during bi-annual Keating Home and School Fall 
Fair held at Keating school Oct. 21. Peggie Sennell,
right, fair coordinator, says half of estimated $5,000 
raised will go to school’s computer fund while 




a dome-shaped ; structure ^ 
erected on Hsland^^ T^ 
Beach':during the pastTfew/ 
months, lifted last week . 
when it’s creator strolled 
into The Review office.
No, the complex 
collaboration of canvas, 
pre-fabric at ed wood 
frames, moss, mirrors and 
other assorted materials is 
not a movie set built for the 
filming of Glitter Dome, 
although it does have a 
■ similar purpose/
The structure designed 
and built by Winnipeg artist 
Gordon Adams recently 
won a $ 15,000 award from 
the Canada Art Council in 
Ottawa,; but it’s real 
; purpose says the artist, will 
be a visual study of the 
sculpture and 
surroundings though lime- 
lapse photography. / 
Adams will produce a 
slide presentation and plans 
showings next year in 
galleries across Canada 
including the Victoria Art 
■'tGallery.
Three screens and a total 
of six projectors will be
incorporated in to V the
presentation to further
enhance thd, dm 
effect.
A , graduate of the 
University of Manitoba’s 
fine arts program, Adams 
has won similar awards in 
painting, printmaking as’ 
well as sculpture.
Adams has been working 
on the project since May 
and says he picked Island 
View Beach for its beauty, " 
climate; and abunda.nce; Of 
moss, which he explainedTs: 
a very impofiant part of the 
design.
Caniopus Argus 
— Camopus, d star in the 
northern Hemisphere and 
Argus, a constellation of 
stars forming a boat — the 
: structure stand eight meters 
high on a threemetre dirt 
■ pedestal and is 14 metres' 
,v wide ' by 15; met res long. 
Adams says jic has spent 
around $5,006 on building 
/materials. ■ ■.■'■:■■':;■■
The structure built on 
property owned by Tom 
Michcll Sr. is temporary 












Year around Salmon fishing ;
BOAT RENTAL *6.00 per I out
Phone (604) 652-2211 VOS 1 AO
789 Saunders Lane R.R. 1 y Brentwood Bay, B.C;
F6fthehe0y^ih6d^^
coat and the chill of winter. For the
This year/ there id no United Way mass) mailing, Nofdbor-t^^^ 
campnigh- This year, when heeds are greater than ever, the United vyay
telef^one conyersatipn and silent isqlati^^^^
ever r t i with 92<t Of evory dollar donated going; directly to;member;/ 
agonclos. The needy handicapped young .,. old ... they've 
never needed us more than they neod us today.
painful wait for a bus. For the young E . the 
difference between tlife on the street'and
MAI L IT T BELowi
NORITAKE STONEWARE 










PLEASE MAKE YOUR CHEQUE PAYABLE TO 'UNITED WAY^
MAIU TO: UNITED
•■■ oar fort;street
VICTORIA, B.C. V8V 3K5
ChdritflMo n«ol»lr«lkV< No r>0'/’tlM6’ 
<C<>f»(i«HJi*on» *r« tn.
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David Birdsall scored three limes as Central Saanich 
Firefighters continued to burn their way through division 
6B by trouncing Gordon Head B.C. Tel 10-0 in Peninsula 
youth soccer action over the weekend at Lambrick Park.
For the Firefighters, who have scored an average of nine 
goals a game, it was their fourth consecutive shutout, 
giving them a perfect 4-0-0 win-loss-lie record.
The Joe Melligan and Arland Robson-coached team 
dominated play from the opening kick-off with two quick 
goals by Birdsall followed by single tallies by David 
Melligan, Daryle Lawes and Ken Boganes, giving them a 
commanding 5-0 half time lead.
E.xcellent ball controll by leftwinger York Dennis aided 
in the Firefighters continued domination of play in the 
second half while a stingy defensive unit led by Steve Shea 
held the opposition to just two shots on net.
Dennis, Birdsall, Lawes; Melligan and Iain Campbell 
added second half goals.
In division 5A, Central Saanich Lions were looking for 






















PERFORMANCE RESULTS AFTER 
4 WEEKS OF THE SEASON 
GP
Old Country Rentals 3
TWU United A
Harvey's Spotting Goods 2
Saanich Cablovision 
Gent. Saan. Lions 
GV7G Rentals 
Cent. Saan, Firefighters 






West Coast Savings 
Home Lumber . 
Sidney Home Hardware 
i Tanners
'Motorola .
Magic Colour Cenire 
Kiwanis.: .
■ . Sidney Radio Shack i i 
KennametalV ; 9S
GiRLS:i:'.,;:
''' 8-1: ■ j'Cent!‘Saarir,Lions .•
'8-2'’'.. ' Queens Payless'
■■ i'?.'.'';.''TWU Tigers 
’ Ii 5 .'iT: ■ PBE EnlorcersiT :';
HOUSE
' i'i 0-7;. ' Sevigtiy Excavating 
iioT. Til RimpaciDivers .y ; i 
i Ti T o-7T .T' pusseil,Kpni Fuels f 
10-7 Bed Team
' F"10-7 i;: ;Orange;Teann ; . ., 
' Ti) 0-7': 'T Maroon Team ''
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next week to try and snap a four-game \vinless streak, as 
they lost 4-1 to visiting Duncan.
Duncan, using a strong wind to their advantage in the 
first half, scored two quick goals. Gary Henry brought the 
Lions within one goal when he scored on a smart passing 
play from Dale West. Despite a strong performance from 
Ian Bamfield and Ryan Donald, it wasn’t enough as a 
powerful Duncan squad scored twice more in the second 
half while holding the Lions scoreless.
In girls soccer action, Peninsula Payless, division 8, 
finally hit pay dirt, winning their first game of the season 
1-0 over Oak Bay Redcaps.
Although it was their first victory, the Payless club has 
an undefeated win-loss-tie record of 1-0-3.
Dona Keller blasted in the winner during a second half 
set-up by Jennifer Whiddifield. Fullback Heather 
Spielman foiled numerous offensive attempts by a lough 
Oak Bay team while Laura Braithwaite played flawless 
goalkeeping in recording the shutout.
In other girls soccer action, the Peninsula TWU Tigers 
held host Oak Bay Strikers to a 0-0 half time tie, but then 
allowed six goals in the following half and were defeated 6- 
1. '




3B Old Country Rentals 2 ■ Leo
4A TV/U Uniled '.1' Prospect Lake
'40' Harvey's Sporting Goods: . 9 ■ Gorge?'
4C Saanich Cablevisrori 0 Gordon Head
5A Cent. Saan, Lions 1'■?■', ■ Duncan
5C-2 GWe Rentals
0 ' ' Gorge ■
6B ■ '• Cent, Saan. Firelighters 10 Gordon Head
6B SidneyTiie 0 . .. Cordova Bay .
6C Thunderbird Marina : 0 juandeFuca
7B ■ ' PBE Panthers . ,1 Oak Bay
7C-1 Flint Motors . ■ ■ '.5' Gordon Head
7C-2 Windsor Plywood 2 ' OakBay''
■ 8W ■ '. ■ Primo Contractors 0 , , . Juande Fuca
8W ; '/Vestcoasi Savings / . '3... ■■ ,Leo Tinihers
' &E Home Lumber 0 , Oak Bay
,BS Sidney Home Hardware , .......  - 0 '■ ^ .'■ 'Oak Bay -
eh4- . . ■ ' Tanners , 2 : JuandeFuca
9w. yy : ■ Motorola; : 1 , ' ' Gordon Head
Magic Colour Centre / , ' By.e, ■.
yow,-^ ...Klwanis .:.,.,'' , /'O '.'Lakebill'
'9E' vT'' Sidney Radio Shack v/'i ■ y . ' . Gordon Head



























. Oak Bay; . 
O.ak Bay 







Russell Kerr Fuels : . 
: J: Grieve M.olois V;:.-
HOUSE LEAGUE
: ::.V',..1 : '.'V', 
’'v'lT'. i'Vo
' ' ° '
'Reu Tearrt ; 
Orange Team 
, Marcon Teany 
.'Blue Team '■ . 
-Red'Team.:: ■:.
T CT',;':
In a match up between two local schools in Greater added goals for the Stingers. 
Victoria high school soccer action Oct. 18, it looked as if David Lewis with two goa
By Lyall Riddell
Congratulations to 
Denise Markin, winner of 
last week’s Mr. Mikes steak 
dinner by bowling 226 
POA, and also to Don 
Lock, who bowled the 
highest men’s single game 
so far this season with a 376 
and to Wally White of the 
Legion League, he rolled a 
764 triple.
Canadian Five Pin 
Bowling Association 
(CFPBA) membership 
cards are now available at 
Miracle Lanes for any 
league bowlers who did not 
apply through his/her 
secretary.
Top bowlers this Oct. 17- 
22 were, in the Golden Age 
League; Jean Callow 643 
(263), Ernie Jolly 617(259), 
Myrtle Mooney 644 (241), 
Ed Madsen 632 (233).
Commercial: Don Lock 
738 (376), Char Fenton 692 
(294), Murray Bente 722 
(273), Rita Walker 637 
(261).
Legion: Wally White 764 
(258), Betty Rolph 670 
(245).
Ladies: Elsie Saunders 
644 (226), Doris Wheeler 
613 (255, Pam Van Nes 607 
(245).
YBC (Saturday) juniors:
V. Mobey 581, M. Farmer 
567, B. Coldwell 536, T. 
Hilder 536. Pee-wee: 
Jennifer Maratos 196 (109).
YBC (Sunday) pee-wee; 
Tammy Courser 220 (118). 
Bantam; Brandy Courser 
482 (218).? Senior; Kevin 
Roberts 497 (193).
Terry Dean, Tim Bewley, 
Va:nceMobey, Brandy 
Courser and Donna 
Courser were , presented 
V with their five-year YBC 
membership / badges this 
■ /'past week?;:: ?v;
Gym program
A new program for two-
year-old youngsters ready 
^ Vt^ try gym on their own-Js
running 9:55 to 10:40 a.m. 
^ Wednesdays at the YM- 
YWCA, 880 Courtney St.' 
Included — activity, songS'
History was made at the 
annual general meeting of 
the Glen Meadows Golf 
Members Association last 
week when Margaret 
Jamieson was elected 
president.
Jamieson, who was 
formerly ladies captain, is 
the first women ever elected 
to the post.
Her executive for the next 
year includes Mike Wallace, 
vice-president; Dick Chan, 
secretary; R. Anderson won 











9802 - 5th ST. at BEACON, SIDNEY
IS NOW OPEN SUNDAYS
9:00 AM ■ 4:00 PM
”10 SERVE YOU BETTER
SUmAY SPECIAL t
pamiapacTian *
The Canadian movement lor personat fitness
PLASTIKOTE SPRAY 











7128 West Saanich Road
Sunday, October 30, 
2:30-
1983
The Brentwood Scout and Guide 
Groups wish to thank:
Butler
Central Saanich Lions Club 
Central Saanich Municipality 






Saanichton Community Club^^^ ? ^ ^ 
and their Parents, Scouters and Guiders
for their help and support in renovating 
our old hail to make it safe and beautiful 
for the kids.
and fun led by an instructor 
1" ^nd Dan Alexander and and a chance to play on
, ; thingsaround in the .second half and defeated the Panthers suffered a 3-0 loss to Esquimau Dockers in a clash bet 
: 8-4. the winless.
The Panthers surprised Stelly’s with opening minute It was Henry’s 15 goal of the season and ties him with 
goals, but could not add to the lead and Henry found the Reynolds’ striker Nat Massa for first place in the league 
; net before the half ended/ The second half was all Stelly’s scoring face. ? i
sen nesday. For more in­
formation call 386-7511.
as Henry scored?
: outburst'by the Stingers
three? more times? leading a was edged 4-3 by Mount
s a . Doug Oct. 18 and then were defeated 3-1 by Oak Bay Oct.
; Scott Sam with two, Gary Schubach and Ron Budisa
Skakmn
20.
Claremont trailed Mount Doug 4-0 at half time, fought 
back oh goals by Tim ''^Vebber, Dave Nickel -and Greg? 
pepper, but fell shcirf when the final whistle sounded, Scott 
Wallace scored Glarcmont’s lone goal against Oak Bay.
I'??'.'.'::*
, Trevor Skakun was the
catalyst for the Peninsula 
Bantam Eagles in a pair of 
/? ; victories against Oak Bay
week/
: scoring three goals and
adding six tissisis.
IT? ■
tjxliibiit ion giime against
<Dak: I 
;oihn
lay, the Eagles were in 
1,'uul tighi from the
Iiiart,
1:5-1?n





JaihNbrdstrqnVlctl lire , 
light with four gotils
caclt 1 Nv 1111 (*<?,,/; /\IfLIf011 y.:
Everett, Trevor Skakun, 
Tim Scaber, .Il'IT Stevens, 
Blain Wilson, Tom Ha/in
atid Dtxih Pehrdiall aikicd
I singles.
In (he othci gtime agtiinst 
|, Juan do Ihiea, which
opened the icpiilar .season 
for both clubs; the score
/'?'?../??:• line"'''Was?? mucl'i??cl6scr' ■' ?' ??;
Eagles ™ altluiugli ctiily 
signs iiKliealed possibly 
anotlier rout.
The Pcnitisiila .sqiiad 
juniped into an early '5-1 
I lead and held that margin i 
until the third period when 
I, a lijed*ui) Juan de Imicu
i team scored fi\e t imes sHrile
‘■■''"the Pjiples could'(iny'a'iiswef 
I once. Paul Gernian’s
(??'?:'/??:''/second ?'goal: /of' the/'itame?;;
witli less ?tlintt/ tt : iTiimitc F 
I reinrilnlng gave the l-.aglcs
UNDERWATER
'-?/'''Wlihnui'c'nctii:MYt'rt(<hci7ifi?:;trilh':7? ??/''??■ :.'/? ■■?
? A'\lowOidi rtiact u>s|,){7otia?pltuh7,?di')Uh(n:F.,::
?"'i;'??/' Ilios.i'bait ??/'/'H'uh'mn:ftceiif'(' ■/??,"?: ?''?■//■'
\yFl)6j')iiLlurO‘i fciilclvbiii)qci: litji/? /
SEElt lN GlOSE-UP stow MOTION!
i?SqO'.?????Wilderrihsh'B,ritisH .Gblunibi!)j,?i:.iiijlo!i,".'/B
' Idlier whakhh STliarksi, bnittitd'yvjridopnjtatd^
IN GHAkLIE WIIITE‘5 EEATUIRE lENGTH HIM




I and Tom Ha/jn with one
j were other'g0'ul':Si.:4'srcrs.'.'''.^f'i,.':'.:'.'?'?
/ LIBRARY ANNEX, SAHSCHA HALL
FRIt»AV, 0CTOBFR ?«th—6:30 P.M. -8:30 P.M.






Posfmoui tii:iir,(olH)rv1;iui)u!itM( t)('ii;;Kur'(',uii.;n'i (I'.ifiiiiirjiV'V'UMWHi l' 1 i'lv'itjiiGi (iLii ,(rt)i.si,jn-
NBW! MXCLUSIVBI
yOUHb HUH ONLY $24.%
BEACON PLAZA MALI
SIDNEY
Get, 31l»t. Nov, lit
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The Peninsula Figure 
Skating Club — which 
operates out of the 
Panorama Liesure Centre 
— is introducing two new 
programs to get the 1983-84 
season underway.
Canskate is a learn-to- 
skate recreational program 
designed for beginners of 
all ages. Main emphasis is 
on obtaining correct skating 
skills through an enjoyable 
and safe skating program. 
It’s fun, interesting and 
creates a learning en­
vironment by combining
music, warm-up exercises, 
group instruction, ice 
games and a cool-down 
period.
It also encourages 
lifelong participation in 
skating and hopefully 
encourages people to go on 
to learn figure skating if 
they wish.
enter the Canadian Figure 
Skating Association test 
system and to provide 
learning incentives as well 
as to teach physical fitness.
skaters who have attended programs may be obtained 
coaches’clinics. by calling the clubs
Further information registrar, Eleanor Hacker, 
about these two new at 656-7184.
The can-figure-skate 
program objectives are 
basic introductory skills of 
figure skating by providing 
a less demanding alternative 
for skaters not wishing to
Both programs are co­
ordinated and taught by 
professional figure skating 
coaches. Debbie
Poldrtigovac and Brenda 
Charity have several cer­
tified amateur coaches from 
the club assisting them 
during each session. 
Amateur coaches are 
qualified senior figure
SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
9786 - 2nil Street 656-7535
ALL nUR MEAT IS AGED. GRAIN-FED. GUARANTEED CANADA "A"









HOMEMADE PORK, BEEF 
AND BANGER SAUSAGE
^*■4 s ^
1 m nus pfOviUt?!) tree ot ch.niu', io S4cinu:h Pemitstiid CPuaiu-s ,is .i puDlir sutvite ot the SiPiicy ,
Mi'vU'tv' 'Thb-11‘>' •
: Masonic Saamchion
Now that's hall control! Gorge youth pulls ball down while being marked 
closely by Peninsula GWG Rentals player. Peninsula squad didn't mark 




•St. Andrew’s Rev David Fuller . ^ .
968?' Sio SI , Sidney
-St. David By-the-Sea — Rev, A E , Gales ., _ . ............
518? Cordova Bay Rd
-St, Mary's — 1934 Cullra Ave , Saamchion 
•St. Michael S All Angel's — Recior: Archdeacon W.J. Hill 
4733 West Saanich Road, Royal Oak . , .
•St. Stephen's — Rev Ivan Fuller, ,,
. SI. Stephen's Rd .. . .
• Brentwood Parish Church — Rev. A. Petrie. 79? Sea Drive. Brentwood Bay . . ,
• Holy Trinity — Rev D. Malins, Mills Rd, and West Saanich Rd. ■ North Saanich,
BAPTIST
• Bethel Fellowship —Pastor N .B. Harrison . . : ...
??69 Mills Rd,. Sidney :
•Friendship Baptist Church — Pastor Ernie Kralolil, Stelly's Cross Rd. , ....... ...
• Sluggetl Memorial Church — 7008 W, Saanich Rd , Brentwood Bay ■ Pastor V Nordstrom .. ..........i:.
• Elk Lake Baptist Church — Rev. L.M Funk. 5363 Pat Bay Hway. , . i, i .658-8111
• Royat Oak Baptist Church-- 898 Royal Oak Ave.. Corner ol Royal Oak Ave. & Royal Oak Drive.
•Rev. Reed Elley.,V... . ...... ....... ...... ... ■-
CATHOLIC
•Our Lady ol the Assumption — 7726 West Saanich Rd.




















•Sidney Foursquaro Church— Paslof Dean Wilson 656-3057
9925- SlhSl , Sidney ,, / , ^ ^ : . , : , 656-3544
LUTHERAN
•Peace Lutheran Church — Pastoi Dennis J. P.iap, 2?‘j‘j Welle'Ave, 656-2721,656-7484
NAZARENE
• IsIChurcholTheNazarena — Rev, Riley Coulter, 4277 Quadra street, Viclona 479-1733
PENTECOSTAL
•Oldfisid Road Gospel Chapel — Rev. Joel D Nettieton. 5b06 Oldheid Road (P:A,0,C.| . 479-6237
•Sidney Pentecostal — Rev. Vern Tisdalle. 10364 Medonatd Park Rd (P.A 0 C.) 656-3712
PRESBYTERIAN
•St. Andrews ~ Rev. BJ- MoHoy Masonic Hall 4th Ave. & Mt: Baker. 656-2895
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Kealing School. 6843 Central Saanich Rd. , . . . . , 656-4730
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
2210 Eastleigh Way. Sidney . ........ :. .,/. ./. ,...... . 656-6623
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
•Cordova Bay United — Minister Will Waddell
5166 Cordova Bay Rd , ............ . ./ , , . 656-3213
•SI. John's — Rev. Hori Pralt.. .. . •. / ; / ;,656-1930
10990 West Saanich Rd. ;.. . ..,,.,/ . / , / :/ 656-3213
."•SI. Paul's / /. 656-1930
2410 Malaview — Rev, Hori Prall. , . ........... ...... V:, 856-3213
•Shady Creak— 7180 East Saanich Rd. Rev Steohen Swill ./■ ....
- •Brentwood.. ...'V.': 'r. //■./'.■'. /./..//■; V 652-2713
: 7162 West Saanich Rd. — Rev. Stephen Swill .. /,/:/.:,.,: z/' 652-9635
The annual meeting of 
the ladies section of the 
. Ardmore Golf Club was 
held Get. 11 fol lowed by 
lunch and a fun golf match.
A . good attendance of 
frnembers heard reports ;and 
elected -the executive for 
1984: Gladys Beck, captain; 
Peggy Wright vice-captain; 
Gert Mowatt, secretary 
treasurer.
- On Oct. 15 .the .annual
The elected executive for 
1984 includes President - 





be held on Nov. 5 at which 
prizes, cups i and trophies 
won during 1983 will be 
presented;: On Dec. ;6 the 
ladies Christmas luncheon 
will wind upf the;f years 
■activities.
1:..N' : ' ..aurruwi mt ;■
Al 1 1 cNL THE CHURCH OF YOUR CHOICE
.FRGTEGTHdRIi:'
ALARM SERVICES
■general’; meeting of Ard- 
' more Golf Club was held at
the clubhouse following 
play for the Winter Mixer 
TTrophy which was won by 














9:30a.m. .. .SundaySchool 
SBibleClass 
11;00a.m. .. Family Worship 







Every Friday 7:30 p.m. 
The Rev. Vlilliam F. George
St. Savior’s Church
Corner of






MASONIC HALL, - 





Stelly’s Secondary School 











Mills Rd. & W. Saanich Rd. 
NORTH SAANICH '
; . TRINITY 22
Sam ;,Holy Eucharist 
idani ;... .MorningPrayer
Wednesday ;
lOam :::. . ; Holy Eucharist
9686 - 3rd St.







11 am , ; v : Morning Prayer:;;
-v'; (Nursery)' 
:.':T0FFEE"';;.
: ; ' FELLOWSHIp HOUR .
The Rev DAVID FULLER 
656-5322 ALL WELCOME
SIDNEY S NORTH SAANICH 
; REV: R. HORI PRATT ; 
Off. 656 3213 Res. 656 1930
ST. JOHN^S
10990 West Saanich Rd.
ST. PAULAS
2410 Malaview




5363 Pat Bay Hwy.
;;:v;:;;-;6UNDAY;,;;.;;;; 
'":;:;' ;'l0;30^ani v;;y
; Morning Service; 
;;;&;;Sunday iSchool





".lESUS CHRIST IS LOROV y .;
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30th
.10;30am:y .'HolyCommliniori 
7:00pm ; :^Serviceof 
i/; / Healing and Gonrimunion 
/'Sunday School and Nursery: 
every Sunday at 10:30 am 
Collee Fellowship 
bjeryovieflelcmQj 'Nf 
‘ ; Mid-week studies V 
and lelldWsliip groups
: Houtoi! Rov, Alislair p: PelriH; ,'/

















Rev. Stephen Swift 
0ff,652-2713 Res 652-9635
SHADY CREEK
7100 EasI Saanich Rd,
9:41)<inv;;;:;:,'Piimily Service):
: /;:; ;;iin(i Sunpay Sr:hp6l
BRENTWOOD
/ 7162 VllpsI Saaiilth’Bd./;









::i0030 Thlrd SI,, Sidney
;5:oo;pnv,;;:yi;y$aturdiiy:;ivifldh 











' ; // '.'/nSlilulayScimol,; 
///■ / ./ /S.t,il»(,:lil()nlii;liflOI/
;/, ;; :■-■ ;ii(Uiiini,i:
'"■['y :':M,ilin!i.
Sinujiiyi (Mtly ' .





,<yya inViIL YOU Ip/./y : 
; ,I(}IN lie IN wmiiiHlI' /! ,/;■




9925 Filth Siroot 
Sidney, R.C.V8L 2X6 
Sunday
/ii 0:30 yf f/MoriiingWorship;
'andChlidreh’sChu 
f) 00 pm i-voningWoishi[)
Tuesday
7:30pm , . .llihlo Study
DEAN WILSON -PASTOR : a
L
: : Church! 606-3544 
■’nbsidoneb: 656-3057:
THRILL TO THE LEGEND ^ THAT BUILT AN EMPIRE!
In 330 yoarB Of loyal B«rvlco to tho Britleh Crowii, tho muolc of tho Royal Scottish 
Raflimofits ha# iMicorrto latjond. From Watarloo to tho Crlnma, from Coylon to 
tho Sudan. Tho Black Watch and Th« Scots Guards havo lnopirod a notion and 
porsoniflod tho dionity, tho fliory, tho molosty that Ir Britain. Bon't rniss this 



















TICKET PRICES S11.7S, $9.75, $8y75 plutt U8or Foo 
Dlacount for O.A.p. and qhlldron
■■aa;;/aaaaj a a: i'a;, a aa/a:a/. :/■ :a:.TickETS ■ ^
avicioiia' Viaofla .MomorldiArona:"'/:;/::y.a Colv/ood:, ”
HlllBldo Mall Brentwood Tho Ticket Wicket:
Tllllcum Moll Sooke
Palace Nows i Sidney PonlnpuJ® Sound ^
a.:,aa;a;:/,...; a''aa'7a'a/aa,,/aa,/aaaa'''a'aaaa’a.a:Naiiairnoa
'WmshtjVl^Hmise
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7n;m.'/;":.a^aa':;;./ a/., ■.■.iw'iis;








.Sunday School a Nursery;;'
^ Daughters ai /i
54 Delhfil Chapter Service











10:00 am iv, Holy Comrtiunion
;;■;/. Row. n:s'8ntom.a;:;;;;//.;,
686-0840 652-1611
:,;;,; :,A;ncin''dfin(miiniition,ti/ a 
/^ y'niirciy'nifmting m/':'’:/
koating ElomHiitary School 





7008 W; Saanich Rd, a 
BroniwgodBay /'
10'0n;i:n’i/ ; : a//hmd;iySchool 





■ Cecil Dickinson; )
•m;:j)avth;hicft:(056':4i’30)''//-
' 'fimmi Wafn()fMh5ft'ft34hi
„ krtslui V, NuiiJiilium
:A Frifincil'iy family Church; 
■■ . Sfirving nhniral Saanich
nsB Miiii nil,, siviity /
; .PhM#6W,B()1> / 
PHior.KJ/Hmmon:: 
Aii'i; P»I10( Briafi JpyH
Two Mdfliing Services
9;30a.m;;/ , v FamilyWorshop 
: :: ; : ; : arid Sunday school 
- wllh Nursery Facilihos 
11:00 a ;rn;;;;;{;Sotdnd Service 
EVENING FELLOWSHIP 
' 6:30 p.m; and ym.ith program 
WEDNESDAY 7:30 p.m. 
^ pibie siudy^^ Prayen fellowship
mCIIUHUI
WHOIL <1^. ' M
f 7^ M11, y y
I'ewMiiiniii
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To publicize hiking and ning; 3rd, Anne Greba on 2nd, M. Dietrich on 1st, Glynis Schultz on;ll
riding trails and gain public Arrow’s Polkadot; 4th, K. Contessa; 3rd, D. Pocock Beauty,
support for preserving them Tabe on Jet Sailor. on Bo Jane. Overall high point winner'j
and opening up new ones, English (10-14) 1st, Training - accompanied - Dorothy Jordan on Sugar, y 
the Horse Council of B.C. Robin Whyte on Spot-
Eric Sherwood (ind Ruhymay Parrott enjoy ride, hot lunch celebrating B.C. Trails Day.
has designated one Sunday check; 2nd, Sarah Evans on 
in October as B.C. Trails Dusty; 3rd, Dawn Hogarth 
Day. On Oct. 16 Sunset on Thunderbird’s Shadow; 
Riding Club combined B.C. 4th, Sonamara Matheson 
Trails Day with its annual on Railway Man; 5th, Beth 
competitive trail ride Doman on Blue, 
through North Saanich. English (11 and under)
Local aldermen and their 1st, Bev Love on Royal 
families were invited — Jewel; 2nd, Evelyn Roberts 
among those accepting were on Taffy, 
mayoralty candidates Alan Training - unac-
Cornford and Harold companied 1st, Colleen
Parrott, Aid. Eric Sher- Martin on Bay Bee Rastus; 
wood and school trustee 
Rubymay Parrott.
Results of the com­
petitive trail ride:
Senior Western 1st,
Dorothy Jordan on Sugar;
2nd, C. Nuttall on Skip;
3rd, (Ruth Lock on 
Okanagan Hawkeye,
Carolyn Wheatcroft on 
Montego Bay); 4th, J.
Skillings on Fintry Kilobar;
5th, T. Neff on Sarah.
Western (15-18) 1st, Judy 
Murray on Wahna Toke;
2nd, Joanne Bickford on 
Grans Triple Bar; 3rd, D.
Barton on Double Fantasy.
Western (12-14) 1st, Scott 
Bakewell on Eveda Taf- 
faur; 2nd, Melanie Banas 
on Skippy; 3rd, Sabrina 
Temblett on Waiton’s
Shadrack. T
Western (11 and under)
1st, Mary Campbell on 
Sugar (pony); 2nd, Jody 
Temblett oh Demelza; 3rd,
Vikki Coppinger on 
Alegria’s ; Eachen; 4th,




Robert; 2nd, K. Wheatcroft 
on Penny Cool; 3rd,
Margaret Logan on 
Diamond; 4th, J ill Yates on 
Governor General; 5th, D.
Carter on Chazelle.
English (15-18) 1st, Liz ^
Peirce on Karl’s ..
. Shadowfax; 2nd, - 'Lana
WEST COAST
Hl-PRESSURE STEAM CLEANING
RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL 
AUTOMOTIVE — INDUSTRIAL 
MOBILE HOMES — MARINE
6761 Kirkpatrick Cres., 
Saanichton, B.C., VOS 1M0
FREE ESTIMATES
652-3470
Some 128 senior citizens of B.C. Old Age Pensioners' Organization, celebrated 25th anniversary of 
Sidney branch with luncheon at Royal Canadian Legion Hall. Catered by Legion ladies au.xiliary led by
Bakewell on Irish Light- 4^
macy and Sidney Bakery sent bouquet for the event, Sadie and Ted Holloway donated a plant and a 
1 cake from Sidney Bakery was also donated. Special guest was Mrs. Lilian Brbwn, treasurer ()f the in-^^^
ternational OA PO. A nn Braithwaite arranged attractive flowers, j ^ j r
1.®!;; AnnOd I ; l^niiisulci
union
ij. V Kirsi Pacific , Credit 
Union presented 
I n, r: scholarship awards to the 
{ a I’ollowing students on the 
peninsula at a speciaA 
ceremony Oct. 15 ai the 
IntcuIt y C:lub, U ni veisii y of 
j' Victoria.
I Special awards
Ir ThcSmiK Willinm i'iohf font
(Wloweet) t
ry i';; - yG '
' / 3')ti 'A'ni MndfM
TT'T T .■ff'.'.C y r-sS " A “ 4^ prn':
MK P (V ^ )! R ‘r"' ix"dnri *j
(j1|aI(] i uHv 'GiviinniiHi
ho as \Villia : Lig il'pot ,
Susan Jennifer Sayle,
Andrea l.eah Hopps.
Scholastic awtircis -- leer/^icjance;;:';^
James Craig Wightmau. C'. , k, i /
Donald C'ameron Pedde, l iP') i |i 1
Franccs-;"M;dLClay,:'.-Patila;.:; -''v^'rdd;V;;;;7v;ry .
Weiidy d HarpoiV Myrna d
d Louise Cobb, Weiuly Joan
IJnfrccd, Valerie Jean 1,00 r *
Aune ; Elizabeth 
Critchlcy, Linda Gail 
, Darling, Saija . Maarit 
dLTissari, Eric J. Pattison,
. "d titiAit:''vy.dJAilipefldMuycd
Catherine d Ann Brooks, 
Valerie ; Yvonne Cowan,
I Ay ;-,d; J;adq 11 el i ned .7 d
idp^^^7 D. Atkins,
Kenneth Luin, Sheri Lynn 





Gaunt, Wendell Arthur 
Clnntpih Robet td Glenn d 7 
[»»." ''’Nielrnlfis -7 Gn V ' 7
(Od'DidraTivcdl':/
■An.' ■ ' ■ d-vv.' ,.;7,:/-
L:'OhVdl.lfl\ V(;“(lt|pr,i7..77 :7,7.7.d' ".'.,7.7.'d'7'TL*!fl;'0'|' 'Sirlnryd r®.
''Jydrrcy :';PLtavdji;dCltL7d^dy;d;':7®;d,7d:d7'd;7,;, .''7y^^^,y,yy.L'^
, Alt Ir ley.iiot'i■' (yil;! v:' .'td';' ;'7 ()•(,.(.; Ictn A . ddriVv-L7iiAV':.t.:. ■
d". ..."d d'.',. 7vd;.d .d.d,.:7:, ,. ]awrt: x4..p,iAiiA7y'..idtrkr, y7p|:




dlrcton, Hilary Dianne Sara
■do .door. , ^ ^ ^ - Id, A
Poi»e, l.liz.ibeih Kcllo 
Wilson, Susan Harper, Ian
"''ddKerihctli Ca.rpenieid --''d'-'"
"• ,7 VI., UTy- ^'dL'diddd K,‘r,r) Ai.)k,7,' 
d, y'rVi11"!^ ii]c ^ fyCApjd(nr;'id ■'c)|:d
dv?''... 'dt vi’\Ap:, ltLd:kd,t QiT
dP; (Lpcshrtjcy il3;;dyyp|:)i(d^
77Td).7."..d rjfpHT-.:,rTP]
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Seniors building tax exempt
Senior citizens in Central Rd., in Brentwood. asked to pay taxes. The
Saanich were told Monday The citizens lease a comment was made after 
night they will not be asked municipal building, ac- seniors wrote to council 
to pay taxes on their cording to clerk Fred requesting remission of 
building at 1229 Clarke Durrand, and will not be taxes, 
r-------- —----- ^— ------ -—■— ....... .. ... . .. .— ------- - ------- -—'——————^~
Sidney Lions last board p.m. Oct. 31 at Tulista 
meeting brought a flood of Park. Lions and other 
leters from people and service clubs and the Town 
organizations looking for of Sidney have contributed 
financial assistance — the some $1,800 into the pot to 
Christmas telethon in supply fireworks, food and 
Vancouver, Easter Seal a dance on Hallowe’en. 
Society, the hearing
foundation, request for “The annual Pumpkin 
purchase of a sports Mania will be held again 
wheelchair and another Oct. 29 at Safeway 
appeal for financial support shopping plaza on Beacon 
to give handicapped where Sidney area 
youngsters a Christmas youngsters will have a 
cruise on a ferry. chance to pick up a
•Lions will be manning pumpkin if mom and dad 
their mobile canteen (the reach in their pockets,and 




A co-ed gym offering weight training programs for men and women who want to 
trim down or shape-up!
Opening Specials
'29500 lyr. - adult «24900 lyr. • student
Also available; sun-bed and sportswear 
for info call: S56-0222 - days 
( 652-2776 - evenings)
It was proud day for girl guides Jenine Welch, left, and Carolyn Borden, 
First Saanich Rangers, when they received gold Duke of Edinburgh award 
presented Oct. 15 at Government House.
! Latest orthosis, an aid to fitting individual patients with neurological disorders, 
assist disabled patients, to and can be obtained around as well as arthritis patients, 
I'jbe developed by the medical the province on referral to have been fitted also.
,'.engineering resource unit the society’s occupational Medical engineering 
located at Shaughnessy therapy van, or through resource unit members 
' Hospital, is a lightweight hospital therapists who are previously constructed a 
vheck brace, constructed of on shared program lightweight knee brace 
i;flexible and rigid plastic agreements with the society, available to arthritis 
Tubing. Patients who are suf- patients who have unstable
: I The brace is cooler and fering from whiplash, those knees, 
vmore cosmetically pleasing
'.than previous braces and 
I'iesigned so the chest and | 
tchin bear the weight of the 
i'head, thereby releasing the 
(.pressure which causes, neck | 
Tfiiain in arthritis patients.
;I The new fneck brace was 
■developed at the request of 
pbccupational therapists at 
.The Arthritis Centre, the 
'headquarters of The 
Arthritis Society, B.C. 
v|ivision, who were con- | 
:erned that many arthritis 
.'.patients were not wearing 
® ,';he traditional neck brace j 
because it was heavier and 
warmer.
; Details of the new brace, j 
of the r
nedical engineering 
■•esource unit, were revealed 
recently by rehabilitation ; | 
icientist Richard Hannah at 
; '(he second annual Research;
( ?,pay sponsored by the 
.i;';|ocieiy.;^-:;:;';
: ! The neck brace, con- y 
h ^tructed ofy two types of y 
^ y plastic tubing, is available 
■ bny patient referral from 
.family doctors through the 
Occupational therapy 
department at The Arthritis 
.Centre,; 895 West lOth 
Avenue, Vancouver, B.C. 
Yiij :'y5z 1L7. ■'..t,'
! The brace comes in kit 
form with full details on
PAULINE’S ’ 
HOBBIES & CHAFTS
2424 Beacon Ave., Sidney
■lAMPOilCOMiERCE;
Sidney Branch
2339 BeacohJAve^i Sidney T
THE COLLECTOR
2372 Beacon Ave., Sidney
BANK OF COMMERCE
Saanichton Branch 
78i9 E Saanich Rd.
These businesses support 
‘tSmall Business Week" 
but were not listed on r
last weeks promotional advertisement.
.•a.*!
★ DENBY aSASGO *FieG10
W MIKAS A ★ VILLEROY & BOCH ★HORNSEA
“JARDINIERE”










't ^ 'if Froo Gilt Wrapping 
T2' Nif Froe Parking at roar 
ft * Bridal Rogistry
r’Si ★out Certificates
OFF











TO «P MMIE OCT 31/fiS
Prices Effective 
Wed., Oct. 2S to 
Sat, Oct. 29/83
Home of SUPER sawings!
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS:
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10.00 - 5:30









































For Sweet & Sour Cuts .: Ib.^ 1.99 
MAPLE LEAF ALL ^
Wieners
kg 454g .i ..; . . . .i ........ .y;pk.f





























I2/i4 oz./397g PEAR HALVES .






























> I 12/14 oz/397gFRHIT COCKTAIL
;l2/lO'oz.l284g'''''''^-'y'y-T'-;?''
MUSHROOM PIECES & STEMS
12/2$ 0t.l797n
WHOLE TOMATOES
12/i4 oz /397« CUT GREEN BEANS; 
i2/i4>z/397k BEANS WITH PORK .
l2/i4oz/397gKIDHEY BEANS^^r.;













Turkcjf, Corned Beef ISIg
ii 29
400g
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Do you know what your car’s first line of defense 
against the environment is? It is the simple air filter, one of 
the few remaining parts most motorists can maintain 
themselves today.
Surprised?
“It is not surprising when you realize the air filter’s 
functions,’’ says Dave Bowman, technical com­
munications manager for Fram/Autolite, a major 
automotive parts manufacturer.
“An engine really runs on air,’’ he notes. “In fact, 
10,000 gallons of air must be mixed with every gallon of 
gasoline an engine uses. And it is the air filter’s job to clean 
that air of dust and contaminants so they don’t reach the 
engine and damage its parts.’’
Result of neglect
If the filter’s line of defense is weakened by neglect, says 
Mr. Bowman, the build-up of dirt will restrict air intake, 
causing poor overall performance. And a clogged air filter 
can stop an engine completely.
“Although these sound like contradictory functions, 
they really are not,’’ Mr. Bowman says. “Just think of the 
filtering medium inside the air filter as a screen on a 
window. While a screen allows fresh air to flow indoors, it
Air filter maintenance
Many people, Mr. Bowman says, believe that air filters 
only need to be replaced after they are clogged as part of an 
annual tune-up. However, this is not always true.
An air filter that is dirty, but not completely clogged, 
can impair performance, affect emissions, economy and 
should be changed. Also, motorists who drive industy or 
industrial environments should change air filters more 
often since these engines breathe dirtier air.
He suggests replacing your air filter with a high-quality 
brand. “Some low-priced,: private label air filters you do 
not recognize may not contain an effective filtering 
medium.
“These filters may not keep all the dust and dirt out of 
the engine or they may plug prematurely. This may cause 
repair problems and cost you more money later oh.”
Mr . Bowman recommends replacing your air filter at the 
intervals specified in your owner’s manual, or at least once 
a year. If you live in dusty, dirty or industrial en- 
yiforimehts, change the air filter more often to keep your 
car in top running condition.
Everyone feels a bit remiss from time to time when 
neglecting such duties as dental checkups, dripping faucets 
or overdue shoe repairs. Basic preventive maintenance on 
\\ _cars is nf thptp rpcnnhsibilities which deserves
be costly
attention.
Engine tune-up, for example, is among the automotive 
services which, if ignored too long, can cost the car owner 
penalties in terms of wasted gasoline, inconvenience and 
costly delays.
Statistics are working against us, according to Car Care 
Council. The average car age is increasing while the size of 
the vehicle engine is decreasing.
The negligent motorist, therefore, becomes more 
vulnerable to car trouble; When one spark plug in a four- 
engine stops firing, the performance drops off 
much more noticeably than it would in the case of a larger 
engine.
How do you know when your engine needs a tune-up?
1. A noticeable increase in fuel consurnption. Keep a 
running record of fuel consumed versus mileage driven to 
be aware of increasing consumption.
2. Rough idling or roughness oh acceleration.
'^'-;''^''''v'''^'''r:3/'.'Hard-starting^:K.'
a few seconds after the ignition is turned off. - ^
5r Knocking or pinging, especially under load. (This can
fuel of insufficient Octane; but it 
can also bc due to the need for tune-up adjustment.)'
power or performance.
the new breed of American car is vastly morefuel 
efficient than its counterpart of just a fe>v years ago, it still 
1^^- requires periodic sei-vice and adjustmenls; replaccrtrent of 
necessary fuel and ignition components to keep it running 
that way.
With average car age now approaching seven years, 
there are more and more vehicles on the road vulnerable ^ 
carburetor trouble. The reason, according to Car Care 
Council, is that this and other elements of the fuel system 
r seldorti get any attention until troiible develops, ^ ^ .
Quoting a survey among members of the Automotive 
■ Service Councils, hundreds of repair shop owners reported 
customers waiting too long for maintenance, 
generally getting work done after the car has let them
sec a much longer interval betvycen service . . .
cars have,prpblernsmore tow- 
ins.” “We arc finding mass abuse, nothing is being done 
until trouble starts, or when problents arc pointed out by 
vsomeone.
Another says, with regard to tneventive maintenance, 
‘*>Ve find many customers are only repairing what has to 
be rcpaired'ahd^rrot arty ore,.. 
llc.sitation on acceleration or surging when you are 
^ r :y^ driving at h constanl speed are two early warning signs that 
:y:v':.H;'V::.yyourcar’lcarburctorinay nccdscrvicc,,::■:::::^^y,^■:.^yy:,.^,^'y■:-y:
acceleration or is "tnicking” at,
a Mgn that the iuel triter tnay bo clogged > 
; with dirt and preveming fuel from reaching the carburetor.; 
Frevemive maintchntice of the fuel system is critical, 
Cgf Cufe Comicib Dirt lo the carburetor, a condition 
found most often when car owners failsio have fuel filters 
replaced or when they buy .substandard fuel, can cause 
clogging of carburetor Jets and ultimate failure.
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PARTS & LABOUR 
INCLUDED
A tune-up now could save you a lot 
on gas dollars as well as protecting 







10930 W. Saanich ad.





10421 ^esthaven, Sidney 656-5033
Chevron
l^cDonald Park Rd. 
Si Pat Bay Bwy. 656-6l23r
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• MHstall rotor, condenser and points 
(if applicable) (Blue Streak)
• ■ iristall Air Filter (Fram) ik n^
• ''"Scope\check'>:',:
® Check (jistributorxap; :
». Jest hidensipn ignition 
•( Clean battery terniinals:^^;; /
: ® Gheck arid adju
• Chdck chohe an^
• Jest alternator du
; JesJ regulator voltage od^
J'®,:: Jest dg ni t io.n.\'coi I,(J;:
• Service external heat riser
• Check engine oil level
• C h e c k a u to m at i c t ra n s
• Check rad and heater hoses (
• Pressure test radiator cap
• Pressure test cooling systenj^^^^^^ ( ■
• Jest starter draw
• Adjust tirning ahei dwell angle^J^;
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A company is in financial 
trouble.
But lake the new company boss
— a cool-headed businessman 
who’s determined to be a winner
— add a group of workers grimly 
set on keeping their jobs and 
chances are this combination, 
plus a few sound business 
principles, will avert disaster.
And it did.
Some 18 months ago Manning 
Press was on the rocks. The 
Sidney printing plant on 3rd St. 
which opened in the fall of 1979 
with a $1 million worth of 
equipment was losing money 
while debts were piling up.
Owned by the Manning family r
— Fred, son John and daughter v 
Gynthis (Manning) Eyton— it 4 
was decided in spring, 1982, the 








Manning Press takes pride in 
the quality of its limited editions 
of art prints. In 1982 the com­
pany turned out more than 60.
Thursday starting at 6:30 p.m. 
there^s an exhibition of prints at 
the plant on 3rd St. and Allan 
V says there will be “some originals 
some very valuable paintings with 
very big names’’ shown in a 
special selected area; T
Others will be displayed 
around the equipment as part of 
an “environment art show;?’ ^ 
; Ttfs non-competitive because 
there’s nothing for sale. The; 
exhibition is by invitation only 
and as many as 200 suppliers and 
customers are expected to show 
up.v V'
Allan says he’d like to have an 
annual art show. /“It’s a nice, 
casuah way of getting together 
and showing what we can do.’’
Wiihout the artist, printers 
would still be working with 
stones, he says.v ‘‘They (artists) 
lead the way vviih their creativity 
vv': :and wc follow.”'; ■'
By PEGGIE ROWAND
Enter Jim Allan, 39, an already 
successful businessman who was 
invited to join the company as 
consultant.
He took an axe and first pared 
everything down to the bare 
bones. It wasn’t fun, he says 
regretfully. “But it had to be 
done.” Staff was the first thing 
to go, reduced finally from 45 
down to 25.
Before Allen took over the 
plant the companywas bidding 
low to get business and other 
print shops were doing the same 
thing— and they all lost money.
But that wasn’t Allan’s way.
You don’t have to go to the 
lowest bid to succeed; aim instead ; 
for a quality product on time, is 
his philosophy.
He works bn a single triangle 
— quality, price and service. But 
you can only ever reach two of 
those points, he explains. And 
the two most important elements v 
; are quality and delivery, v y 
“If you can’t deliver on time it v 
>v' doesn’t ; help the- customer if he v ^
: ; misses his opening showjor tradev ;,
convention.”
His next step was a total 
analysis of every aspect of the 
. business — his goal, to make
every department as competitive
as it could be.
We' operate in a labor- 
intensive, equipment-intensive 
environment where we cannot be 
too tightfisted or too fluid — it’s 
a matter of fine control between 
the two, he explains.
be allowed to function at his best 
and haA'e opportunities for 
achievement. And there must be 
no put-down •— this way \ve get a 
’ better performance.”
Allan believes in giving staff 
V the opportunity to be winners by 
allowing workers to make as 
maiiy decisions as possible at the 
“proper level.”
And if you always dp what you 
d^ best you’re going to be a 
winner. If you dissipate your 
energies by doing too many 
; things,*if work becomes a four- 
letter word then it’s lime to go. 
Because work should be fun,
; Allansays. b
He prizes excellence and finds
hook entitled /// Search ^ 
Excidlence, wh i ch c o n t ai n s
research based on the top 
printing companies in the U.S.
He calls it a “book for the future, 
to use for business decisions and 
philosophy.”
Allan bought the 75 per cent 
controlling interest in the 
company from the Mannings in 
September. Mrs. Eyton retains an 
interest and still works with the 
firm.
Manning Press is now in the 
black with the company showing 
a profit but Allan admits“we’re 
not completely out of the wood.”
It’s still tough and it’s going to 
be the same way for the next two 
years and I don’t see any big 
changes coming up, he says. 
“Just keeping our noses to the 
grindstone and a lot of hard 
work,”^--:'/^■:
Allan hates losing so although 
he says/ “the worst that; can 
happen is that we fail” he feels 
confidenl“we’re going to wim”
He works 60 hours a week and 
loves it. And lie’s not the only 
one; He admires the staff’s team 
/ Spirit, the people who put in extra / ; 
/ time to help out.
And the company is doing 
quality work, putting out a 
product in which everyone takes, 
pride. People on Earth, a book 
Manning Press printed for the 
United Nations Environment 
Program is printed in four 
languages — English, French, 
and Spanish.
In 1982 limited editions of art 
" prints represented 10 per cent of 
the company’s business and 
broughtin Sl50,006. Allan would 
like to raise that to 20 per cent. 
The company also prints reports, 
brochures, books. One deal 
recently made the company 
happy— a cbnlract to print 
timetables for the B.C. transit 
J''System.'/T/'T
Sale amount to some $1.5 
million a year but Allan pr^ 
that by 1987 they’ll rise to $3 
million. But although revenues 
will double staff will likely only 
, increase from 25 to 30.
Although the company Itas 
turned the corner andi/”despite 
hard times, the future looks 
brighter, Allan says“that’s not 
to say we’ve solved all the 
problems.”
Expenses arc high in the so- 




















Work should be fun, says Manning Press head Jim Allan, seen above in his office on 3rd St.
printing business is the second 
largest industry in Canada; next 
only to pulp and paper.
High technology hits; out at 
profits. A piece of equipment 
valued at $V2 million will have to / 
replaced in fiye years; Allan says.:
And Manning Press pays in 
excess of $ 20,000 a year in taxes / ; 
";to the town.;■;■■/'
But Allan says if you believe in 
yourself yOu can’t go Wrong; And 
: we’d ‘ ‘never have turned the tide 
without the ; attitude /; of the
Company’s workers,” he says, 
“it’s been a nice balance 
between management decisions 





decision-makihg process; We give 
thepebplefhe choice.”
Strippers Keijo Isomaa, left, and-Del Dzukalla working on negatives, manjantera M^^^
department. /,//■;:..■,■'/ ; ./v.;/ ■/,;
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Hello again! Home from England, and beautiful and 
interesting as it all was, it’s awfully nice to be back. Before 
we start “gardening”, my grateful thanks to the five 
gardeners who so kindly and knowledgeably filled in for 
me as guest columnists.
We came home to a staggering harvest of Scarlet runner 
beans, corn, zucchini and tomatoes. My poor daughter 
who “house-sat” for us said, “Mum, the freezer just 
won’t hold anything more . . . it’s bursting!” However, by 
re-arranging things a bit 1 managed to pack in another
pf “jet-lag”).
The tomatoes ended up in “V-7” juice, our variation on 
the theme of “V-8” juice, a mixture of tomatoes, beets, 
celery, onions, parsley, carrots and (since we had no 
watercress) zuccini (what else!). The result is so thick we 
will probably have to make jellied salads with it, or eat it 
with a spoon;^^^^
The runner beans are being dried on trays on the 
overhead clothes rack, right alongside the heads of the 
sunflowers. The beans will be shelled when dried, for use in
flower seeds will be handed out to visiting children, and the 
rest put out for the birds.
There is so much to be done outside at this time of year, 
but the weather is so mild let’s leave that for another week.
It is so hard to bring yourself to pull out the geraniums, 
take up the begonias, bring in the fuschias, dig up the 
dahlias and drag in the pelargonium pots when everything 
is still in flower, so let’s leave it for the moment.
Could you bear with me for just a paragraph or two 
while I tell you a little about things we saw that might 
interest you as fellow gardeners? I know people tend to be 
boring, boring, BORING about their trips, show you 
hundreds of rather poor, slightly blurred photographs of 
relatives standing in front of castles, or up to their armpits 
in some moat or other, and talk for hours about their visits 
to cathedrals, art galleries, Cotswold villages, and Kev/ 
gardens. I swear 1 won’t do that to you.
The first thing 1 noticed were the magnificent trees, most 
of them very old, and very large indeed. One oak tree, 
standing alone in a field must have been 200 feet in 
diameter, measured from branch tip across to the opposite 
branch tip.
1 saw the trunks of ancient elm trees being cut up for 
firewood, these measuring more than two feet across part 
way up the trunk. These beautiful trees have all died from 
“Dutch Elm” disease. .
Another emormou.s tree, standing in my brother-in-law’s 
garden, cause me some embarrassment. 1 was asked to 
identify it from some distance, and said with some cer­
tainty that it looked like a Sequoia, or California Red­
wood. I was informed in rather superior tones that it was 
nothing of the sort, that it was called a “Wellingtonia”, 
and 1 might add that that was the last “gardening 
question” 1 was asked!
Since coming home to my previous books I find that 
there is actually a tree FORMERLY called a 
“Wellingtonia’^ known now as a “Sequoiadendron 
giganteum” so I feel a little better, but not much.
English gardeners wear gumboots, which look just like 
ours, but men also have low rubber shoes, looking rather 
like an overshow, and both are referred to as “Wellies” 
(That darned name again!)
They call zucchinies “courgettes” and broccoli 
“Calabrese.” Research on this says that “calabrese” is 
merely a variety of broccoli, but I didn’t know that in time 
to save face! '
We loved their farmers’ markets, partly because of the 
interesting people who arrive with shopping baskets and 
line up so politely to make their purchases. Trying to help 
with grocery shopping proved rather difficult for us since 
we didn’t know about the shopping bags! It ain’t easy to 
carry home five pounds of potatoes in your purse, and 
“himself” looked a bit silly walking around with a 
cauliflower in one hand, a Crenshaw melon in the other, 
and half a dozen bananas under his arm.
It is an unwritten law that you don’t touch the vegetables 
and fruit, but we didn’t know that. In his innocence 
“himself” picked up four oranges. The vendor gave him a 
dirty look, took the oranges out of J.J.’s hand saying 
sternly “Don’t do that sir! ”
“Himself” (somewhat startled) said, “Fine, I’ll go next 
door.”
The man replied, “You do that, sir!”
It’s lots of fun when the vendors call out to you, “Ho, 
lyedee, try some of me bananers, they’s fresh to-dye, 
believe me they is.”
Something we found interesting is that farmers don’t 
appear to grow any of the winter squashes, nor any melons 
except some small watermelons. There are masses of 
absolutely beautiful apples, but at the same stall they will 
be trying to sell corn on the cob that we wouldn’t feed to a 
hungry cow . . . dreadful stuff, days old, over-ripe to 
begin with, the husks all dried and brown . . . no wonder 
corn is not a popular vegetable.
Pot roast beef was about $5 a pound, and sirloin nearly 
$7. No wonder everyone eats lamb (at about $2.50) and 
white fish (at about SI.50). “Himself” says to tell you that 
he loved the “ploughman’s” lunches served in those 
delightful pubs. These lunches consist of a very generous 
piece of cheese, some good crusty bread, chutney, pickled 
onions, perhaps a sausage or a hard boiled egg, with a bit 
of tomato and lettuce as a garnish.
With this, of course, one must have a pint ‘o bitters. 
Perhaps this accounts for all the rosy cheeks one sees?
Longtime resident dies
followed. Flowers were 
declined and donations 
made to charity of choice.
soups and baked beans sometime this winter. The sun-
Cecil Herbert Holt 
passed away peacefully at 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
Oct. 16. He was born June 
15, 1912, at Bethune, Sask. 
and moved with his family 
to Sidney in 1949. He is 
survived by his wife, Helen; 
son George (Sandra) Holt, 
Angela, Alan and Lisa of 
Sidney; son Gary (Carol) 
Holt and Frank of Little 
Fort, B.C., Cathy and 
Elizabeth Holt of Victoria, 
son Ronald (Virginia) Holt 
and Steven, Robert and 
David of Lethbridge, Alta., 
daughter Mrs. Ray 
(Margaret) Bath and Kerry 
and Kevin of Port Alberni; 
daughter Mrs. Barrie 
(Barbara) Mathews and 
Randy and Julie of Sidney; 
also brothers, Albert (Pat) 
Holt, Tom (Dolly) Holt of 
Regina, Sask.; Fred 
(Yvonne) Holt, Bethune, 
Sask.; sister Mrs. Sig 
(Edith) Hubich of Surrey; 
sisiers-in-law Nancy and 
Muriel Holt, both of 
Regina.
The Holts have lived in 
Sidney for 34 years. Holt 
was a longtime employee of 
the Empress Hotel, retiring 
in 1977. He was an avid 
gardener, specializing in 
tomatoes and sweetpeas.
Memorial services were 
held Oct. 23 in the Chapel 
of First Memorial, 472|^ 
Falaise Dr. Cremation
itmik
By Maij drieDehroche f 
One of the busier
Daily— cards; billiards, Tuesday— 9 a.m. concert. Film 1 p.m. last 
library, morning coffee, Spanish, painting; 10 a.m. Wednesday of each month; 
lunch; afternoon teat: 11:45 y a.m. 7 p.m. duplicate bridge.
Monday —- 9 a.rh. lunch; 1 p.m; lapidary, Thursday — 9:30 a.m.
ceramics; 9:30^^^^^^bridge; lapidary, weaving; 10 a.m. 
beginner’s French;” 10 a.m. 7:30 p m. bingo. y carpet bOwling; 11:45 a.m.
quilting; 11:45 a.m. lunch; y Wednesday — 9:30 a.rh. lunch; 1 p.m. bridge; tai 
; 12:30 p.m. ceramics; 1:30 advanced French, novelties; chi- L30 p.m. dressmaking;
programs of the Peninsula p.m. swim club; 7 p.m. 11:45 a.m. hot lunch; 1 7 - 9 P-m. crib.
Community Association is g^j^gg pight and duplicate p.m. discussion group, Friday—- 9 a.m. Spanish;
volunteer services, 
program includes 
sportation of the elderly
and handicapped; a Robert S. Bouteillier
telephone and visiting-------------------------------------------------
network for those who are
r L , uiivA yAupiiwu.vw ; j^* ill. ■ , viio vuooivy 11 : , V-/ u p) 7 T; ^ r''^***‘^** »
bridge. silversmithing; 2 p.m. 9:30 a.m. quilting, keep fit;
I
yy-
either- temporary or per- 
manent' shut-ins;' and 
homefinders who assist the
ministry of human On Oct. 18 a memorial 1903. After a teaching glowingly of this greatly- 
reSOlirCGS ^ iil; fiindin2 foster wnc hplH na in eVis f oinpwQn nnH ^ ^ xn/prp -r sources in fin i g f t r service as eld at St. c reer i  Saskatche a  a d loved couple. Both were 
homes for children in need. Mary’s Church, service in the ’ -------- -- *>--
vnliintpprc vvKn liIrp Q*aanipliif-rvn f Ar U—Kprt Q / K : Kii
RCAF, he faithful servants of the 
For volunteers who like Saanichton, for Robert S. moved with his wife to church. Bob being organist 
to be involved with the Boutellier who died in Saanichton in 1946. He of almost 30 years. The 
public, there is an on-going Helmcken Hospital on Oct. operated a mink farm on Bouteilliers will he sorely 
need i'or receptionists at the 31. Six weeks earlier a Cultra Ave. for 25 years, missed by their numerous 
PCA : arid^^ Oldy similar seryicew—held at j^rs. Bouteillier was em- friends and relatives;
and New Shop personnel.
10 a.rn. ceramics; 11:45 
a.m. lunch; 1:30 p.m. bells, 
chess, jacko; 6:45 p.m. 
contract bridge and-whist:
Saturday and Sunday —
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. open for 
drop-ins. Stamp Club first 
and third Saturday.
■f'; Special Eve;nts:,
Npy.;'2:—. 2-p—.;. “'The":'.- 
Pearly Gang” concert, 
y—dyv; y'9;'y—:\-3;y;p:m:.:vy' 
“Woody Woodland”.
Nov. 16 — 2 p.m. Ken | 
and Daphne Edwards. |
Nov. 23 — 2 p.m. I 
Saanich Songmen. I
Nov. 25 — 1 p.m. to 4 
p.m, Bazaar. |
Nov. 30 — 1 p.m. Film 1 
“Charade”. t
Quality does not have to bear 
an expensive price-tag . . .
: , Just a good name.
Fine Selection of 
Adult and :Gtiildren’s Bdoks
■ . r'. k3l«l t.L:'y Tf A'
UPSTAIRS above T.D. Bank,
next to Post Office.
----- ---------------..jgi 656-7^<22-------- -
St. Maryts for Bob’s \vife; Vployed af the ; local post —.eft to mourn locally are 
Volunteer offers and Helen, who was killed in a office until her retirement. Bob’s sister Lillian and 
—quests are all given brother-in-law Joe
serious consideratipn.y Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, on each of the Bouteilliers was Thoms bn of Colwopd; 
Teens who can only work Aug. 24. conducted by Rev. R. nephew Glenn Thomson
on : week-ends are ofteny Bob Bouteillier was born Sansbm. Rey. Iyan Futter, and wife Janet of 
happy to put in comitiuhity in Halifax on Aug. 20, former pastor,: spqke^^^^^S
./wrtrW-' cprvinp’hoiiri; nf pithpr^:.'r".ork —vice urs at either 
Resthaven Lodge or the 
PON Shop, ywhile older 
volunteers who love small 
children might be en­
couraged to assist with 
baby-sitting for New 
Parents Discussion Groups 
; \vhich met at a number of 
locations on the peninsula.
yyou have: time to 
volunteer, why not call the ; 
'Pcninsula C 
Association at 656*0134 and 
disciiss s(—e ybluhteerittg :
with the co­
ordinator of volunteer 
services?
Even an hour or two a
the ,;
di ffereticc—■ 1 o:{ some one




Tim Fitzharris, wildlife 
phoiographer, will present 
a slide show- presentation of 
his works 7!3() - 9:30 p.m, 
r;;V:Noy,'Atv'd*ntiorama;,i' 
Leisure dent re. Refresh- '
; tiients.yTickcts oil sale novvd^ 





Spectacular movie will be ( 
shown Oct. 28 at Sansch 
Hall. There will be, two 
showings of the film ■— 6:30 
and 8:.30 p.m. .\dvancc 
ticKcti, frotn Tanner,*; on 
Beacon, Brentwood 
sHnrdware wVtd Butler Bros.
d'Everythinq Barrel Size But The Price'
SUNDAY BRUriCH If:30 i>hd i;30




you are bn© of them. Guard against heat loss, higher fuel bills, 
and unnecessary strain on your turnace with FLUEGARD, an 
innovative ©nergy>savlng;idea that will infect iyou with con­
tentment, FLUEGARD is a spaled damper system that’ reduces 
drafts and keeidts heated air lndoors — where it belongs. FLUE- 
GARD reduces wear onVourturndc© too by reducing the nurn" 
ber of cycies.
FLUEGARDds^a:' tirnely',remedy':’liMflllllllF .n ■
tor ©nery-consumers of hofTi© 
heating oil. It Acis irnportont 
safety features and it can save 
you asTmubh as 16% oh your :
; heat ing'cost 5.h'7.;''''......'^ HSTAUed
(Mott Applleatloni)
Get in contact with this:n©w strain of iFLUE, by: calling your ’ 
y': THERMOSHELtt^opresentatly©—1;;388—
'■■hv.:'.;:'929■'Eiieyy.street^’—
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Film show
Dr. Cy Hampson will be 
showing three more of his 
wildlife films 7:30 p.m. 
Nov. 4 at Margaret 
Vaughan Birch Hall, 4th 
St., Sidney, on behalf of the 
Save The Children Fund.
African Interlude is a 
full-color, half-hour film 
shot on the game plains of 
East Africa, which includes 
super close-up shots of 
dozens of native animals.
But the highlight of the 
film is a visit to Lake 
Nakuru, the only place in 
the world where one might 
see well over two million 
flamingo at one time.
Webbed Feet and 
Flashing Wings is a film 
featuring the geese and 
swans of the world.
Sequences of these han­
dsome, intriguing water- 
fowl were shot in Africa, 
Scotland, the Outer 
Hebrides, Mc.xico and the 
Canadian Arctic. Lesser 
snow geese, black brant and 
whistling swans are 
followed to their far 
northern breeding grounds 
where they nest and hatch 
their exquisite downy 
young.
The film includes the 
only known sequence of 
adult whistling swans at the 
nesting site at the time of 
the hatch. Dr. Hampson 
and wife Mary spent 24 
days securing the record 




Merchants are invited to business development 
a special Small Business division manager will talk 
Week presentation by about “How to Increase 
Westcoast Savings Credit sales, profits, morale and 
Union 7 - 9 p.m. in the productivity by use of 
Landmark Buildng, 2506 existing resources.”
Beacon. Gordon Proctor,






Sides .....lb. Jb w kg 
Hinds.....:.:....:::..:,
Pork Siess-tisSides............. ......lb. 1 w kg
Island View Freezer Ltd.
:o,i (iiw la 7005 East Saanlch Rd. 652-2411
" 8-5 Mon.-THURS. 8-6 FRI.inctt'iiso iiie piicu [iw nounrt .
was shown a year ago but locomotor patterns of the
has been brought back by northern flying squirrel for
popular request. It is a some six years,
warm family film capturing He has prepared ’ hun- 
the exciting enthusiasm of dreds of radio broadcasts 
two young farm boys for and telecasts as well as
things outdoors. The contributing to scores of
commentafy is given, books and papers. He 
appropriately, by a nine- " served fas chief associate 
year-old lad. of Alberta: A
Hampson is no stranger Natural History as well as V 
to the outdoors, having photographic editor. He 
spent virtually all his spare taught at the University of } 
time there. He began Alberta for 30 years. ^
wildlife photography as a There will be a small || 
young farm boy and then harvest sale and silver 
went on to a Ph.D in collection along with the 
zoology, studying the show. Refreshments will be 
aerodynamics and served..
.....  irw 'itrt‘'•'■Tni '-iltf ''iTTn' '*'' "TFIO* *11TiriSyiftH. IS
■mg T ® '
156 ^ l.^ll6“S3.V0r ••
i# Be a Kidney Volunteer
At two years old, Brian knows a lot about w'aiting. Right now, vg /1 want to be a litesayer. Please call me about
Brian is waiting for a kidney transplant. He needs a new kidney— W volunteer opportunities,
soon. '
gy I want to be a Hfesav ir. Please call e ut I
. : With the help ofa lot of people, Brian is fighting kidney :Sy,,...|:'"^Naincv„.„.;,_:.__:;
disease. He can’t do it alone. For as little as a few hours of your B Address
ime, you c.'iit be a life-saver. Your help to raise money kir kidney | ""
' rcscarcli and pittiait support programs callmake the difference for ■ City
a child like Brian.
Prov
Call now to volunteer your time for the door-to-dopr llrian |
ippcal in March. Briaii is waiting for you to make the difference. g 'relcplicine (A e l
I' ............................
Call 1-800-268-6364 (In:B.C. 112-800-268-6364) Op.#r>33 ' 2 The Kklncy Foundation of Caiiada
!kBdx2670r8tation‘‘n^’,;f;,:y:;f:":::.^^  ̂
! 340 Lauricr Street West ‘
I Ottawa, Ontario K 11*.5W7
1 :Cli.uli,il,li; llcnisir;ilioii l('0;J2aVHil-i3-0H: : :
)-
Baby cheetah is tough looking cat even at this size.
Magnificent lion on game plains of East Africa, 
otie of many super close-up shots by Dr. Cy Hanip- 
sbn,'





Old brains don’t react to drugs the same way that 
young ones do, says Dr. Martin Kavaliers, a phar­
macologist at the University of Western Ontario. Dr. 
Kavaliers has found that when we get older, changes 
in a mysterious part of the brain called the pineal 
gland lessen the effect of pain-killing drugs.
The scientist found there is a daily rhythm in 
everyone’s tolerance for pain. Pain sensitivity 
declines at night and increases during the day. Also, 
in young people morphine works better to relieve 
pain at night than it does during the day.
But in the elderly, who are less tolerant of pain 
than young individuals, the daily cycles are 
diminished.
The elderly feel pain almost as keenly during the 
night and morphine does not work any better for 
them at night than it does during the day.
Dr. Kavaliers performed his e.xperiments on mice 
but he believes the findings are applicable to people. 
He determined the pain-tolerance of mice of three 
age groups by placing them on a warm (50 degrees 
C.) hotplate and timing how long it took the mice to
the hotplate.
The young mice were the least sensitive and took 
the longest to react. Mature mice reacted more 
11 quickly and elderly (20 to 30 months old) mice ex- 
II pressed their discomfort in slightly less time than the 
mature animals.
II The scientist discovered that at night, the heat
tolerance of the two younger groups was much 
greater than during the day, while the elderly group 
was still very sensitive to the high temperature.
Dr. Kavaliers began with the well-known fact that 
the pineal glands of mice and men work less well with 
age. The pineal gland, buried deep in the brain, is a 
mysterious organ apparently involved in many body 
functions including the body’s circadian rhythm 
(daily cycles).
Strangely, the pineal gland is inactive during the 
day. It produces and releases its major product, a 
hormone called melatonin, only at night and then 
only if the organism is not exposed to light.
Dr. Kavaliers thought that the pineal gland might 
be responsible for the increased pain tolerance in 
young animals at night since they have the most 
active pineals. So he devised a series of experiments 
artificially turning off the pineal glands of the young 
animals with flashes of light or drugs.
The young animals lost their pain tolerance. They 
behaved just like the elderly animals when they were 
tested.
Next Dr. Kavaliers injected the old mice with 
melatonin, the hormone they were lacking. The mice 
became more tolerant of the heat. When they were 
given morphine, it worked to reduce their discom­
fort, just as it did in young mice with active pineals.
“The pineal gland seems to help drugs work. We 
must take its day/night cycle into account when 
prescribing them,’’says Dr. Kavaliers.
[Canadian Science News]
In response to parents’ 
growing concern about 
their children’ safety on 
Hallowe’en night, UNICEF 
Canada has developed a 
retro-reflective Hallowe’en 
“vest” for trick-or-treaters.
Designed to be worn over 
a child’s costume, the vest is 
made of clear plastic 
trimmed with the retro- 
reflective material 
“Scotchlite”. After I 
preliminary research, 
Scotchlite was found to be 
the best material — and 
the safest — for use at 
night. The material reflects 
light so children can easily 
be seen in the dark.
Each child who takes a 
UNICEF collection box on 
Hallowe’en will receive a 
Flailowc’en vest. Because 
the vest is clear plastic 
costumes can be clearly 
seen.
The vest has been
All welcome
Everyone is welcome to 
the B.C. Old Age Pen­
sioners’ Organization Nov. 
3 general meeting to be held 
1:30 p.m. at the senior 
citizens’ centre, 10030 
Resthaven.
provided by Sears at no cost 
to UNICEF in conjunction 
with its support of the 1983 
UNICEF Hallowe’en 
campaign.
Hallowe’en is a magical 
time for children and 
UNICEF wants this to be a 
safe Hallowe’en for the 
millions of Canadian 
children who will be trick- 
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MONDAY, OCT. 31, 7-9 P.M.
®Costunie Contest at 7:15 sharp 
•Ribbons tor Best Costumes 
•Free Hot Dogs and Soft Drinks for the Kids 
•Coffee & Tea for Mom & Dad 
•Big Bonfire and Fireworks Display
Starts
7 p.m. at the 4-H Building 
SAANICHTOH ABMCULTUBAL 
FAIRGROUNDS
Sponsored by Central Saanich 
Recreation and our Volunteer Firemen
.FOOD GIANT . FOpD GIANT . FOOD.GIANT FOOD GIANT ..FOOD GIANT . FOOp;
By. WendyXaing'.-'.
Looking for a Hallowe’en to beat others Of previous 
years?
No need to leave Sidney for an exciting celebration; 
Panorama Leisure Centre would like to introuduce the first 
annual Peninsula Hallowe’en Festival. Events for a 
thrilling evening have been scheduled co-operatively by 13
; Peninsula Recreation, Sidney Rotary Club, Sidney Lions
’ Club, Kiwanis Club, Knights of Pythias, Sidney volunteer 
' fir department, Saanich Peninsula chamber of commerce. 
Town of Sidney, Sanscha, Parkland school, Sidney,RCMP i
Prices Effective Oct; 26 • Oct. 29,1983




|, The pumpkin candle for the night’s festivities will be lit
* . at 4 p.m. A Hallowe’en party for the little clowns around 
the home will take place at Sancha Hall until 6 p.m. A wide 
spooky and spunky games will be paired with; of 
I course, a fun haunted house.
Costume judging for three years and under is at 4:15- 
4:30 p.m. six years, 4:45 p.m. seven 
years, 5 p.m.; eight years, 5:15 p.m. and nine years and 
over, 5:30 p.m.
Who needs to visit Disneyland for a wonderful firework 
^ display! After the party, action will move to Tulista 
Park on Lochside Drive. The bonfire and fireworks 
I begin at 6:30 p.m. with refreshments supplied. Corrie out
ROiS^ NDOD'
lOkgBag
Finally as the pumpkin candle nears its end, aleen dance
: Music will provide the tunes from 9 to 10:30 p.m. to;top 
Oct. 31.
Here is the best treat of all: the evening is free of charge!
and make quite sure that visibility is not hampered behind 
biilky masks: C 
i nrake-up --- the kids love it!
Cbaliiibn.;: meet
Southern Guest speakers include an 
I Africa Action Coalition Anglican priest formerly of 
plans its annual general South Africa and a member 
meeting 2 p.m. Oct. 30 at of SWAPO, Namibia. 




MARTIN’S 2 lb. pkg.
^'SyLTANA:
WESTERN FAMILY 500g tub
vMIXEbVL:'L::.L
GOLDEN HARVEST 400g pkg.
^^WALI^UT
;■ PIECES:L. :L.V.:,;..:
FRENCH’S 250 ml bottle ARTIFICIAL
EXTRACT
lb.
















LOIN END & RIB MIXED
lb.
PORK CHOPS
CENTRE DOUBLE LOIN ;
lb.
PUREX MAZOLA
BATHROOM PAPER : CORN
TOWELS
8r.„ 2 aO :2roli:;-'';^ 750 mL 1 
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National Youth Orchestra 
accepting applications
By Hugh Westrup
When most people think of sleeping sickness, they 
probably think of the deadly African disease caused by a 
parasite carried by the dreaded tsetse fly.
But there’s another kind of “sleeping sickness’’, one 
that about 23,000 Canadians fight every day. It is called 
narcelepsy, and it apparently result from a chemical im­
balance in the brain, caused perhaps by a faulty gene.
Narcoleptics live a long life free of physical pain, but 
they see the world through a constant haze. Their symp­
toms include frequent nightmares, irresistible sleep attacks 
and chronic drowsiness throughout the day.
In a sleep attack, the narcoleptic will suddenly go to 
sleep. If standing or moving around when an attack 
strikes, the person will usually “sleepwalk” rather than 
collapse on the ground and fall asleep.
Sufferers from narcelepsy also experience cataplectic 
attacks — brief periods of complete loss of muscle control 
which usually cause them to fall to the floor.
Dr. Roger Broughton, a neurologist at Ottawa general 
hospital who specializes in the study of narcolepsy, says the 
disease usually begins in the victim’s early twenties and 
lasts for life.
Dr. Broughton recently questioned 180 narcoleptics. 60 
each from Canada, Japan and Czechoslovakia. Not 
surprisingly, he found that narcolepsy can create severe 
difficulties in all phases of life.
Thirty per cent of the patients questioned said that their 
symptoms had led to a serious car accident, such as driving 
off an embankment, colliding with a motorcycle or hitting 
a child. Half of the patients had experienced an accident, 
in the home or on the job, due to sleepiness.
Almost all patients said their personality had changed 
since the onset of the disease. Dr. Broughton says some
an effort to cope with their cataplectic attacks.
“Emotional excitement is known to cause a loss of 
muscle control in these people, so they will often try to live 
as unemotional a life as possible,” he says.
Narcoleptics commonly suffer from loss of memory, 
depression, impotence and blurred eyesight. Most nar­
coleptics also have highly disturbed sleep patterns at night.
A normal night of sleep is divided into “phases”, but 
Dr. Broughton says these phases are “scrambled up” when 
the patient is narcoleptic.
Normally, people fall into a deep, “slow wave” sleep 
soon after they go to sleep, about 80 minutes after going to 
sleep, they have a period of REM (rapid eye movement) 
sleep.
After that they go into a light sleep which alternates with 
REM sleep as the night wears on.
But narcoleptics fall almost immediately into REM 
sleep. Dr. Broughton says. Then they alternate between 
deep slow-wave sleep and lighter sleep for most of the rest 
of the night. In addition, narcoleptic sleep is “fragmen­
ted”, he says. They tend to move around a lot or wake up 
frequently during the night.
Narcolepsy is not as common as another, better-known 
neurological disorder, epilepsy, but it is more common 
than such neurolgoical afilictions as multiple sclerosis and 
Huntington’s Chorea.
“Narcoleptics seem to be worse off then epileptics.” 
says Dr. Broughton. “Epileptics are relatively normal 
between attacks whereas narcoleptics have this chronic 
sleepiness.”
Narcolepsy can be partially controlled by medication. 
Regular drug therapy can suppress the nightmares, in­
voluntary naps, sleep attacks and cataplexy.
Unfortunately, we can’t stop the excessive daytime 
drowsiness” he says. “And it is this drowsiness that leads
most often to the difficulties that people encounter on the 
job.”
Job opportunities are limited for most narcoleptics. Dr. 
Broughton says. “Because they cannot remain alert all the 
time they have to take jobs which are self-paced. Work 
that requires constant vigilance — assembly line work or a 
job as an air traffic controller, for example is out of the 
question.”
According to Dr. Broughton, most of the public remains 
ignorant of narcelepsy. One third of the patients he 
questioned said that other people were intolerant of their 
symptoms. Patients said that other people thought they 
were bored, lazy, drugged or not sick.
“Many patients are constantly trying to hide their 
symptoms, which makes life all the more frustrating,” he 
adds.
Dr. Broughton remembers his first narcoleptic patient, a 
man who worked for a pulp and paper company and whose 
contract required him to rotate between day and night 
shifts.
“We found that the man could work well if he took 
medication and remaind on one shift all the time,” he says. 
“The medication didn’t work when the man had to ex­
perience the disruption of shift changes.”
Unfortunately, the company refused to let the man work 
a permanent shift, even when he offered to take the night 
shift. He had to quit and get another job.
When Dr. Broughton compared Canadians, Japanese 
and Czechs who suffered from narcolepsy, he found that 
all three groups had the same symptoms and similar dif- 
iJculties.
Dr. Broughton was assisted in his study by Yasup 
Hishikawa and Yoshiro Sugita of the University of Osaka, 
Japan, and by Quais Ghanem, Sonia Nevsimalova and 
Bedrich Roth of Charles University, Prague.
The National Youth 
Orchestra of Canada is now 
accepting applications for 
its annual auditions, to be 
held November through 
January, in 30 cities across 
Canada.
Audition applications 
must be submitted by Oct.
31 and are available, with 
further details, from the 
National Youth Orchestra 
of Canada, 76 Charles 
Street W, Toronto, Ontario 
M5S 1K8.
For further information 
contract Tina Orton or Paul 
Hawkshaw (416) 922-5031.
KELLY LEECH












Experienced in Conventional 
and Modern Hairstyling 
Perms (Body Waves).
*Iues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30
RftARIN A COURT on 2nd street 656-4443
: i' 
i 'y4.
Kittyhawk Squadron Air 
cadets Dianna Johnston,
Jennifer McClelland and 
Shawn Williamson, ac­
companied by ex-WOl 
Gwen Rowley (left), 
received silver Dtik e of 
Edinburgh A wards in re­
cent cerem ony at 
G o vern men F Ho use. 
Rowley is now running 
award scheme for Vic­
toria air cadet squadron. 
The award is run in 676 
squadron by Mike 
Seymour. Anyone in­
terested in joining cdclets 
are invited to meetings 
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Tackling Tough Times, to be presented on the 
Knowledge Network Nov. 18, 25 and Dec. 2, is a three-part 
tele-series portraying the responses of people and com­
munities in British Columbia to the employment challenge 
of today’s economy.
The three-part series follow's a documentary format 
featuring pre-taped interviews with people from across the 
province, including labour and employer representatives, 
the man on the street, and a member of the Royal Com­
mission on the Economy.
The show is designed to reach everyone interested in the 
local economic and employment situation. The programs 
emphasize self-reliance in creating economic and em­
ployment opportunities by:
-providing current information on individual and 
community employment strategies; and
-demonstrating the importance of creative and alter­
native long-term responses to employment problems.
Phone-in segments provide a valuable opportunity for 
audience discussion via satellite with a panel of advisors on 
the program topic.
Program one - at 1:30 p.m. Nov. 18 deals with the B.C. 
economy and with the emotional and psychological effects 
of unemployment on British Columbians, as well as their 
creative responses to the situation. Moderator is Virginia 
Greene, panelists Dr. Norm Amundsen, UBC 
psychologist; Dr. Sharon Kirsh, Canadian Mental health 
Association, Toronto, and author of “Unemployment: Its 
Impact on Body and Soul.’’
The Nov. 25 program showing at 1:30 p.m. describes 
employment options and identifies ways to improve 
employability and economic opportunities. It examines 
major trends and directions for employment and economic 
activity in B.C.
Moderator is Virginia Greene; panelists: Russ Pacey, 
educator and community education consultant; Janice 
Foord, Vancouver Sun columnist and author of Career 
Coach; Walter Dyspryk, executive resources consultant.
The third and last program airs at 1:30 p.m; Dec. 2 and 
show's responses of B.C. communities to current economic 
realities.: It examines the economic dimensions of the 
community and what can be controlled ocally to maximize 
'■■■ self-sufficiency. ■'
; M is Virginia Greene, panelists; Michael
Clague, community services consultant; Bill Miller, 
ministry of industry and small business; Doug G;rey,
: lawyer and economic consultant. ' , 1




Every Lawn Should 






Electric... . . . . .
ALLTARTS AND OIUEXTRA:
Camera creiys ji/m interviews f or programs: Tdp, producer Verrid Mali inter- 
views Art Kube, president B.C. Federation of Labor. Centre, a 
photographer who filrried demonstrations by unemployed in 1930s talks to 
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AS! classified ads must be submit­
ted to our office before noon on SVion- 
day prior to publication date. We are 
located at 23G7 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney. Phone 856-1151.
..—-OFFICE ......- ■
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
Standard Terms
The Review reserves the right to classlty arts uniler appropriate headings and to set rates 
therelore and to determine page location.
The Review reserves the right to revise, edit, ciassily or reject any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to Ihe Review Box Repiy Services, and lo repay the customer Ihe 
sum paid lor the advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on "Hoid" instructions will be destroyed uniess maiiing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send originate ol documents to 
avoid loss.
All claims el errors In advertising must be received by the publisher within 30 days alter 
the tirst publication.
II is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability ol The Review in tho event 
ol lallure lo publish an advertisement or in the event ol an error appearing in Ihe advertise­
ment as published shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser lor only one incorrect 
insertion lor the portion ol the advertising space occupied by Ihe incorrect or omitted item on­
ly, and that there shall be no liability in any eveni greater than Ihe amount paid lor such 
advertising.
MISGELLANEOUS PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
Obituaries ,...........,.......,,........, .;, ■ , .1 v;
Cards of Thanks ....... ......... . .2
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Lost............................:;'........ .A
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Business Personals ......,........................ .7
Business Opportunities ...........__ ...........,, ,8
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Work Wanted .. . ......................... . . . . '.... ... . .10
Miscellaneous For Sale ...................... 11
Garage Sales .:.................;.. .12
Wanted To Buy ........................ .......... 13
Pets , / ........., ...................... .14
V Livestock. ...... — .. — . .15
Farm Produce ................... . . . .16
Gardening . .L ................... I.......... . . . .,.17
Boats&Marine ........:... ^........ . ........... 18
Motorcycles!..... . ........ .....  ......... . . ■. . . .;. .19
Aircraft;..... t.......1.... :20
Recreation Vehicles ......; ...........:....,— .... .,21
Snowmobiles:. ....:..............:....... • .22
: Cars. .....1.:.......... . i..... .23 ;
,TruckSv.% . 1. . ... . ;:.1. . j. . .24
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For Rent. . .... . .:27 .
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YOU get;
The Review
, .Pubifshed op Wednesday ot ever'y.'week
CARIBOO PRESS (1969) LTD.
2367. Beacon,. Ave,,.Sidney,. BX:V8L:L; 
1W9
CLASSIFIED RATES
.> First insertion,, 20 words or less, S2.00.: 
...-(prepayment rate only)'.:* Consecutive-.; 
repeal .inserti'bns.,,$i£OCi;peC;;yfeek:dyer;.:: 
words’{iirst'vreekjr'each'exiraiword,''' 
oj ll^centstXonsecuiivejrepeat. insertions 
:over £20 (Wordsi/l.oTents; per (each. addi-:: - 
;licinal;:,wbrd,;,::Box£:iiUtTibers: $.1,^(o6( v 
. ;;,Classllied( display:rate., bpon (requesl. :, 
‘charge ciassilieds are SSiOd lor, the first ;■ 
i week.'.ViSA rate is also $3.00 lorlhe tirst' 
:wEei<„:, i
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
$15 per year in Canada lot The Review.: 
'.$12 per year lor senior cilieens,- , ,:(
CORRECTIONS
. Corieciions' shbulrj.be rtiade belorcjthe 
second insertion. Allowance can be made 
: lor one'incorrect inserlion briiy.; We ; 





WILL DO typing in my home 
anytime. Reasonable. 656-4853.
3 n c4 5
WILL GIVE TLC to infants in my 
home (Sidney area) while mom 
works. Monday to Friday. 656- 
1463, 3nc45
S.Q.S. CONSTRUCTION LTD. 
Custom Building, in­
terior/exterior, home 
renovations. 656-3317 ■ lwc43
CLEANING LADY excellent work.
656-0641. Ic43
‘Bales’ BuiS^
WE HAVE ALL TYPES OF FEN-|
1CING. Residential — Induslrialf 
- Farm. Pressure ireatedf 
[posts & lumber. Supply or in- 
Istalled, ask about our| 
I specials. 652-241 2
652-1121. 33tj
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection. 
Lowest Prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273-6829, Kamloops 
112-374-3566, Nanaimo 112- 
758-7375, Winlaw 112-226-7343, 
Lillooet 1 12 -256 -7 501, 
Whitehorsell2-667-7332. na-tfn 
YOUNG MAN with 3/4 ton truck, 
hauling, cleanups, soil and gravel 
delivery. Reasonable, hard 
worker. Phone Gord at 652-1050.
: : ;:10p44
BECOME PART of a multi-million 
dollar industry. Earn $20,000 per 
year, covered by a buy-back 
contract, for part-time work 
ideally suited for operation in your 
home or backyard. We offer 
equipment package, forrnal 
training program, on-going 
assistance, absolutely no selling, 
or public contact work, in­
vestment of $6550 required. For 
further information call Delite 
Systems Inc. 6533D Mississauga 
Road, Mississauga, Ontario, L5N 
1A6.A/C 416-821-2152. Ipb43 
AMUSEMENT GAMES, pinball
video. Sprint I $195, Phoenix 
$395, Defender $795. Over 50 
games. Sales, service, lease. 
Phone/write for complete list; 





The Review offers 
FREE CLASSIFIED 
ADS to those persons 
who are normally 
employed but are cur­
rently out of work. You 
may advertise for a job 
or for the sale of your 
own merchandise to 
generate funds. These 
ads must be placed in 
person at the Review 
office. No ads for this 
classification will be 
accepted by phone. 










FOR SALE: INGLIS WASHER,
excellent condition. 656-0455 
3p4 3
1979 YAMAHA MOPED, $225.00.
656-4684 2p43
500 NAME & ADDRESS LABELS
— $5. Printed in our shop. 
Popular Press, 2737 Heald Rd., 
Shawnigan Lake, B.C. VOR 2W0. 
Please send payment with order. 
Thank you. 6pb46
BLACKJACK - BACCARAT. GET
REVENGE! WIN CONSISTENTLY! 
Powerful new book shows how. 
Proven in Casino play. Easy to ' 
learn. $12.95. Phone now! 
(604)736-8066. VISA accepted. 
(PrivateTuitionavialable.) 2pb43
MOFFAT wall oven and counter
top range, brown, also girls bike 
for 6-10 year old. 656-5765 after 
3 p.m. 43
4x8 POOL TABLE and ac­
cessories. Shuffle board, and 
bumper pool table. 656-9728. 
2wc44 ■ ' ' :
ESTATE SALE, antique fur­
nishings, rug etc. household 
appliances and garden equip­
ment. Sat and Sunday 10-4. 
10240 Resthaven Drive. I c43
SAW LOGS, i4”x4"x26’ long
timbers, strawberry, raspberry, 
rhubarb plants, ornamental cedar 
trees. 656-3071. Ic43
EXCELLENT old English piano,
hide-a-bed, single pedestal desk, 
3-drawer dresser, Craftsman 
builders level, table saw, meta! 
trunk. 656-2283. Ic43
ANDY'S AUTO PARTS 
& ACCESSORIES
2412 BEVAN, SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5
CONRflAC AUTOR/SOTIVE 























PIANO LESSONS FOR BEGIN­
NERS - reasonable fee, my home, 
Saturdays, Susan 656-1359 after 
6 p.m:. Conservatory qualified.
3 p4 5':"/'Y
::;;,:'AVOn::::v-'i





BUY IN BULK. Save up to 30 %
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER: 
Cedar posts and rails. Select tree 
falling.656-4213 ■: 4387-tf
LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western 
Canada's largest display, 
W ho I es a I e ; a n d re ta i I, F ree 
catalogues available. Norburn
KITCHEN TABLE and four chairs,
pole lamp, small table, odd chiar.
56-1521:'. ':::>:'/:':':':::'::.:::;::::£lc437
1 ALCOHOL BOAT stove, like









AND MARINE DIVISION : : Y : 
Free Pickup & Delivery
• PRESERV-A-SHINE • UNDERC0ATIH6 • SUNROOFS 
•COMPLETE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR CLEANING AND PROTECTION
lc43
CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR,
$ 100; pool table and accessories, 
$400; Star snaredrum. comptete, : 
$75,656-2939:* 2c4 4 : (
WOOD WINDOWS, 
SKYLITESY Largest
COMPUTER WORKSHOP for 
children ages 9 & 10. Starting : 
Noy: 5;.; "Handsfon” experience ( 
/for Y beginners:;; BiC; Y Certified : 
teacher. 8 - 3 hr/lessons; $ 150. Y 
652-1448. 2c43Y
DOORS;
_____________________ ^ .... EARN EXCELLENT COMMISSION catalogues available! Norburn , [Largest sele^ipn,
Afberta Aa meats, top: quality Ywith nojnvestmeht, asa sales rep/ Lighting Centre lnc:v:4600 East ( lowest: pricey Walker: Do^; 
brand/name freezing products, doing home WICKER PAFlTiES,: Hastings St.; Burnaby, B.C:y5C ::Yancouver 112-266-1101,




GOLDEN SHEAF; BAHERY(1980[( i.i
652-1475. !8c50;
SLASH YOUR HEATING COSTS 
WITHOUT YFREEZING Y THIS 
WINTER! SAVING ENERGY IS A 
SNAP
; Phone -Spectrurh; Imports;; 10;30 
(am. - 5:30 p.m. 382-8646 4c44
2354 BEHCON AVE.
FRESH, QUAUTy BAKERY GOODS 
AND FRIENBLYiSERVICE
__________________ :pottery,Y: carvings,((Ceramics;;;,
DAYCARE WANTED imrnediateiy jewellery (pewter, rock), knitted: 
for my 3(mth. old girl, my home in ibaby items, toys.: 2424 Beacon.
Loii & Juan Neudecker WATCH FOR US
crib Y(;with(;:WVHITEjlCOLON^
WITH ' .’DEFENDER. Y Saanichton: Thursday and Friday Vintage Bentley car for hire, canopy:and/bedding, $2^ obo.
i v„ c ccoto-71 n o+Ww or 656- ' Pink ballet,shoes; skirt and tignts
YY26p04 f or 5 yrvqld:656-28a6,
ONS CHOOSING BOOKS (FOR
OHII.DREN This sin2lS“6V6nins . _ .. . _ .
■spwidri will be offered evetV Wed Y 'Defender windov/insulation locks YOfrom l'to 5.652:3710 Kathy:- ;
;YYhra^^Ncw and Dec Please inidomfort and saves you money 2c43__________________________ 6693._____________
register lor the Wed. of your all year'round. When attached .to CARING DAYCARE person ''SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 styo
choice'by caljihgJ^ clear, acrylic panel on the inside required for I’/q yr. old - Mon. to ; Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J lE6. -filled, 2 pairsxomplete ski jMles,
Children's BooksY656-3144. of your window, Defender's non- pri. in the Sidney area. Gov't Complete'satellite packages from boots for children up to lu yrs.
Y:rts5 2 conductive plastic'frames create ;Yr3tes:656-058 2c43;('Y^ no 652-0133.___________
air-tigh;t: (Seal ((that : locks, in^((;( ; down payment O.A.C. $29 month. SMOKED FISH, Churn Salrnon, $3,
money Wiling quality jewelry at Dealer inquiriesywelcome. Rhone! Yper::lbYYCod,;\$2( per:lb:YCqm-;
..................................... wholesale pilces Free color Y'/l^_______________llP mercially; caught Y professionally::
:fdr mc^q ^imfe^tiom^NiV^^^^ Goldfineer, Bok: YSANDAK SHOES - great for travel Ysmoked. Steve656-1234. 20044
r L. Aw I; 10 O - Y L. I LJ, T O O U
anFREE YPIANO ( LESSONS ; , .xDPnsive
I : Saanichton/ Dean , H area. „ * 'nhone now
Registered music teacher will give , (wholesale prices. ..........
free piano (lessons in return for (|^ brochure. Write l i g ,( x _ _______ ^
the use of your! piano to teach 3 Station D; Vancouver, Y/and holiday wear, or just around: 4x8; (POOL:iTABLE,,:(^d ' ac-i::
T FREE 120cage Career Guide available, individual sales or shoe ,, divider! $50;:men'S(black attache
^^INSTALLER INQl^RIES ; , partis,652.303».^^:,':* , 10c48 case,:never S50; .30y:
WniNitu. __ .;__x..ii ___1 w.,..: ticn- fmct friovie Screen, $20,: rug, 4x5 x7,
AIM WindowsH-ioors-Carpets
■ ^
mmE and Homes & OfficesGultei Cleaning
OFFICE
FItEE -i rf}!/
Bonded & Insured ESTIf#ATES
others. 383-4592. 4p46:
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR and tea at 
St. Paul's United Church, 5 th and 
Malaview, Sidney! Sat. Nov. 12, r 2 
p.m. -4 p.m. Home baking, crafts, 
knitting and sewing, calendars 
and much more. Admission 
$1,50. 3c45 ,
CENTRAL SAANICH SENIOR
CITIZENS programmed meetings, 
1st and 3rd Thurs. each month; 
drop-ins every Tuesday, 2-4 p.m., 
Lions Hall. 6994 East (Saanich 
Rd., Saanichton. ■ tfn
NOW IS THE: TIME for garden 
clean ups, trimming, rototilling. 
Call S.Q.S. Ltd. 656-3317. Iwc43
ORIGINAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS.
Poster size color! photographs 
ordered, also unique children's 
portraits ! arranged. Come see 
samples on weekend; 9633 Third; 
656-4376. ! ; 2p44(
( FREE; 120 page (Career Guide
' Shows how to train at home for 
205 top paying full and part time 
) jobs.Y GRANTON INSTITUTE, 
265A Adelaide Street, West,
/ Toronto! Call (416)977-3929 ! ( 
:'' today.; : ; ; Y : .7pb49 ;:
: EXPERIENCED, mature;
!' babysitter's; permanent, part- 
time, a.m!/p!m. work. References 
( required;: Mary Poppins Child 
Minding Service 592-3179. Ic43
SAANICH PENINSULA HOSPITAL 
Bus extended care would like to 
(express their deepest ap­
preciation to the Family 
, Restaurant (on Beacon Ave,) for 
their donation' of the beautiful 
second prize (to the charity lot- 
'(tery..Y:';:' '' ''(. Ip43'
NOTICES;
'PERSONALS
WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CENTRE Crisis Line. 383-3232/- 
We offer information, support and 
referrals. 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. !'
COUNSELLING for Tamilies and
individuals of all ages - serving 
the Peninsula! Community:; 
Counselling Service, 9788- 
Second St., Sidney. 65G-1247’ t1
YOUNG LOOKING middle' age
the island,
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD.. 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby. B.C. V5J 1E6, 
Complete satellite packages from 
$1,995.00: Financing available; 
no down payment O.A.C, $29!00 
per month! Dealer Inquiries 
welcome. Phono 112-430-4040: Y 
' llh ' '"'I' ■'
EXCELLENT FRANCHISE op­
portunities, are available ,for , a 
(; limited time: only, Now you can
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING 
and general gardening. 
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 
alters p,m; ; ft
PROFESSIONAL “WINDOW
CLEANING - reasonable rates. 
(Phones 56-3317; 351
SAWS fTlED, tools Tepai'fed and
sharpened. Light metal repair 
work. 15 years in Sidney. "LetV
FRIDGE and stove, $350; frost 
free fridge, $250; dishwasher, 
$150; dryer, $ 150; apartment 
size washer, $100.656-2797 Y 
!•:2C4 3Y.(!'‘'''''; '(' Y'- -(
REFRIGERATOR; $ 200, used
appliances bought for cash, and 
others sold, 656-2797. 4c45
WATERTITE MINI 5-inch Con­
tinuous Aluminum Gutter 
machine and associated power 
tools, hand tools, ladders etc. 
Machine handles both light and 
heavy guage .stock. 590-2173 
(Surrey). Y lpb43
MICRO COMPUTER SOFTWARE
BY MAIL: Write Compu Software 
Inc., 210 West Broadway, Van­
couver, V5Y 1P6!Y For Free 
Catalogue listing over 2,000 
incredible / business and ; 
educational programs and video 
: ganies, lpb43
FOR* SALE General Electric stove,’
2W!yrs,( old, almond, excellent 
condition! $450! Call 656-9512.
1 p4 3 /; y;-'











SLIMLINE AEROBIC FITNESS 
" CLASSES! held to music Mon 
Wed./and Friday,/5:30 • 6:15 
p!rn,| modorale to intonse. Mon, - 
/Wed. !7130y-!;8;15 beginners,;
/ Tuesday and Thursday 7:30-8:15((
(imodorate •! intense.; 10114 
•((McDonald Pk/Rd. $2 -droplnand 
: evoivone welcome. For mmoro 
!:info656-9869.;/ V! ! Yiddro^ro^
SlhiiORiTgolSR MORElfNow to jg qo
J carpenter,' nev/ to/t is , (: g leading franchise in the hair; Cusden 2440 Malaview.' Phono !!:?''^?®® )"7^ !,,^” ; d ^ppard :; 0ct:.; 20,;:'30;: 31, . hundred 
*, Enjoys fiihing, walks, biking, / industry, ! No ' experience* 656-4068 ^ ( 8p43 heaters, beige, like now, 60 long, unusual Itorns,:,:priced to;
is; travel, 11tnosvwould(.like to meet ( ((necessary, " (no . / accounts
lady in her 40's for friendship., t•eceivablos, virtually recession, 
Reply Box F care of tho Review., $15,000 license fee.! No
3 P4 4 - /,''■''!' ;,Yget-riclvquick'!;scheme,!;!A (solid;





Tp43 is the irivbstment you are! looldng Y DAYCARE
ijpVING FAMILY DAY CARE in my 2507; Y " ' Y Y ; 2p44
/home, Now horn t d 5 )(0 a rs, Mo re, / fwoTlCYCllSrwTe lu n ibr and
one ton speed, Good condition;
656-5785Y;"!*('!;';.'"Y;:'i;,(:';'"'"lp43
than 25 ( years experience. Full 
time only; 656-9998, 8c44
SANSCHA HALL FLEA MARKET
every Sunday, 8:30 - 2:30 p.m, 
lnfo656-4523. ( rts
SAT. OCT. 29, 10 a.m. St. Maiv's
Anglican Church will be holding a 
( rummage sale. Cultra Ave;, 
Saanichton. Ic43
MOVING - 35 gal. bottles; one 
8’x4' window and one 4’x3' glass 
panoiY Many other items all 
reasonable. 9356 Lockside Dr. 
656-0090. Ic43
LOADS OF ODDS/ENDS, kitchen
Items, furniture, clothes, fishing, 
Sat!and Sunday, Oct, 29, 30 -8-5 
p.m. 9518 :Maryland Drive, 
Sidney. ..... ,...... lp43




haunting for. Rain or-shine! 9989 
51 h St;: Sidney! 656-4334, : I p43
mm):
(Liquid Dry)
■••Exi3ert Cnrpet a Upholstery Cloariing The Unique Way ;• 
FREE ESTIMATES - BONOED A INSURErj .
TSyE!:HIJT^;I^O.








‘ Sidney? Don't know anyone? The 
((Silver; Throads /Contre' offers 
clar..sos, activities and; a warm 
: welcomb. v Drop (in to 10030 
Resthaven or call usat 656-5537.
! !t1! ■!'"Y: !:(, :'. (
THE PENINSULA" COMWIUNITY
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St„ is 
the information and Volunteer 
Service for the peninsula, If you 
need assistance or if you wish to 
volunteer a few hours a week to 
help others in your community,
■ please call 656-0134 lor further! 
Ynformation, '''?'
fAQLE TENNIS (Pirig'Pw
LONELY - LOOKII^ FOR' for,Tate thelirsvstep by : yourself bathtub refinlshing kij
romance?: dur magazine will!!:‘ all Induinf/tO; :(^^ / white only, V79.95 or enquiries to
pS you with r^es/and FANWTC,SAM^, TheOr^r.al:,:TO^^
■ ' ol potential friends. ; Family . Hatreutters, 612a^^ ; pp^/ORK/OF ; ANY/KINP..^1^
^ $20 00 yrly, ■ Groonside Dr.. E., Surrey, V3S Prompt and efficient, low rates, ^ C! V4B5G2;( * lpb43
5M6i Dual Licensed haircutters 'i experienced and insured: .Canz -pryT-^^ 
required immediately, Vancouver ce/i -ioca « m ^raa play popular pianu.
('aroa./:;"//!'!" /Y'Y!lpb43'
PARTNERS,' 717 Denman /St., 
Vancouver, B.C, V6G 2L6. 684-
a642'/''':'''*'';.'''":'‘.'/'/ lPb43
656-2254 after 6 p. . Y 4c44
____________ „ EXHirENClD^TARWr^^^^^
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY - ONE would like some work around 
HOUR PHOTO YFINISHINO, Sidney, Reasonable rate. Call Joe
WANTED; #265 Safeway.Bingo!! 
PLAY :POPin,,AR (PI/MNO. New ivyiiipayS50!656-2062.^Y^^/:^^ 
Iidriio' study.'.'.course,"(Fast,','.easy'.., , 
method. For samplechord finder.
BART BUITENDYK




' !Renov;itn (&:SiiV(}1 ';FREF; ESTIM/ITE'S Rompur, rooms. Repairs, AilrJilions. Custom-madeCall 656*4dl5 Wiridriw Shutters.
- NO JOB TOO SMALLS
PUT YOUR Christmas List on 
computer labels. 50c per name 
and address plus 5c per label. 
Shayv Computer Sorvico5; 652-
'1353,^ '"//';':/:._,:'lM»
, Revolutionary PHOTOKIS system 
provides unusually; high profits, 
takes up only fifteen square feet, 
/ ideal for small markets. Install in 
oxisting business" or open your 
own store. Contact MINIT-FOTO; 
Suite 301, 555*6th Street, New 
Westminster, B,C, V3L 4 HI. 




i’iwrite/ Studio :C1024 Russell ; i / 
Associates; 10060-102 Ave,, St. 
 St,J0hn.D,C.VlJ2E2. Ipb43 
DO YOU NEp wdh the MODlL^oml^ 
care ol your homo? Hardworking control, plastics, wood ship
handymen will! do (carponlry. m^xlols. paints and accessories,
(renovations), garden ng. over 10,000 Items on our mall 
retaining ( walls, etc. Excellent prdef price list, Send $3 ,00 to 
references available frotn /crash CRIPPLETON'S MODEL 
satisfied customers. $7 per hour.; (rf^^^poRiuM, 4392 Vtfost 10th 





"■ ,:.652‘-l531.''"'".:'"'/'.Y"("‘'"Y' "/' tfn
.'. THE PInTNSULA DISARMAfpl^ *.■
.group meets regularly, To join us, ^
help us! or just (or Information, ;. 
call656'4842 afters p.m. tfn
(problems in your life? Overeators
Y Anonymous can help your No 
duos, no weigh-ins. Meetings are 
Mondays! 8 0,m at 9788 > 2nd
.'./'( $t.,'Sidney. 656-2331.'
, SUTtVl ■'/Sfe A C
!,' Y' ASSAULT!' Drop-in;! group': meets','";
: ,, ovrjry Wednesday, ,7-O. p,ni. at 
' ‘* ‘1045"Llnddn Ave. 3ft3*5S49.. JO-5 '
Y p.m. Monday tp Friday for more
info!/'";.:.''''(' (//(((ilfn;/
, Y tt y r,
................................. .. ........................... ...............................'.:656-5864;":'V'Y.'"''.''if'''""'’;'4C46.',. 2H7/*; '.*"3pb45
IxraraS’’Y^ff^’^/
inool, cinniu formal ftrension cakos for Oil tofinor filtratiori syslorns, units 1.0 (« any. oKico overload or ^ snore: Whoiesalod Elementary ! Sch syippiy .f rn occai i e pH f hhN'hpn8yslOTS iiHS ;; |j,|^ n ; ffi e b crlo/»d^or^^^/ :  and Retail. Free
?:30-9,'30 p.m. All ages nifthHayB, Weddings and fon all Internal cortibustion peysonal correspondence etc,: ca^aldguoBi Ocean 'Pacific Fan
:Further in(o:652-45W: ?(”hJJ^0j_ : ,nPi4ual Y j^t, engines anti hydraid c^)^o^. «;j,j pick^(u 4600 East Hastinfis^
Anniversaries
tention given to your ideas bn 
design and colour. Also available, 
guest portions of cut fruit cake 
decoratively wrapped (to your 
colour, choice. Wo also cater, (or 
your ' party inaeting your 
requirements for a cheese and 
vi^ine ovoningbr a wedding buffet, 
Fully licenced, Call 656-1690 for 
more info. 3c43
'■PUZZLED'.'BV'',..‘YaUH,.'.€UM
large and smallY OIL-MASTER, i, 
161 Mutrary! Drive, Penticton,' 
B.G: V2A 6W7 or call Loa Marten 
:(604)493-9208/^^
!(Cii^Nfrfiiuit sacrifice due
family crisis! Marino repair chop 
Only; marina and boat ramp m 
Port Hardy! Approx $30.000,00: 
Serious Inquirles'bniy, 049-9611,. 
B-6p.m!
;tificatOS avallablo,) Darlene 656
'"('■.(■'■ 'i^P43'
'TOSECIIMNO D6?4C^,icrney„ 
i and Y Peninsula. : Rolinbio / and
fo hardworking, oxperiencod,
Pmolyn 656-6637 evenings 2p43
QjUtDENiNGY-;:“b|ion','^bPS/
wooding, what have you, Sidney
IBh43 only. 6S6'2774 call af, 2 p.m,' 
—iSnti"‘Yonlv.''■ .ap43..
.......... Uloll MAlxICiH I(Ntiliy i, LiitMi;* pyppiitt^Nd^n LADY iDftkina lor(ulor !prises! Join the Rotec Advontt^ EJ^S^^^gPUTER? The computor tutor . prises. Join the Rotec Aoventure, r-'v- 
offers personalized!! instruction Doaierchips avat able imselwted J 
from home enmnutnr* to com- nrnns of 'B.C. Write to;'Rally -rfriTifrom home computor* 
plexed business systems, 








FAliSlLY MAN with irpek
'wi!!!do i^d'iobs, ond''Cic3o'‘up'C';: 
.652-0448;(.'; .■ ;'.';4p46:
.......... .. ...... , stir>p;
Streor, Dufnoby. D,C. V5C 2K5. 
Phono 112-299-0666, na-tf 
! i ' 24 ."\/drr*30 omlT'hatFery,.! 
ctiarg0rll5O.Phdno477.4892.
[.FIREWOOD, atdcrT55,pw'ard, ’
split. $75 onspllt. Maple./$95 
split, $80 unsplit. Also logging^ 
truck loads, 10 coW loads, !650,/ 
Alt Phoni? 112^
653-9240.
■ (! ,' ihitaliod j,,.*
.'' $ 226;' "Other (sizes/ on; eequest 
".Other glass .at'.large: rJiscoynl,. 
(prices.! 9750! 4th !St.
viSA,MMercMJ^i0
POODLE OWNERS learn to 
groom and clip your: poodlo, 
Personal instruction, evening 
classes, rnodomto rates. Infor­
mation and registration, 477- 
6997." ;■' '•":.' '*. ’ ■. ."^'y:.!;1.c43.;:!
FOR,SALE: two whitebet rabblfS:!
with ’ largo cage, needs home. 
Offers, 6 ■^5(96,
FREl'Td GOODIdOMiS, throe





‘ FiNiSHiMft,':' cAK.Fi.wTRY:"' 
exM w e re/ruRw iTUCi^ ■




spayed adult house cat 
good home, grey and white, 656 




' FINISH CARPENTRY •: CUSTOM:,IWpipllS
656




REGISTER NOW for Fall/Wirttor 
( lessons, / indoor; ring, ; quality 




(ELWOOD E, THOMPSpH eONTBRCTOR litO.
^ i/iiiii (t!>i. y»,tScipi„w!,tiy ! _ ,
Coiifwh! Onvt'w.tyt, Uuiftry THUS .Sidcw.ilkri
(tF,lt Pontlf. tliwnc Rouovfllifms
f'hono 650"3iB81 'f’”' r'ni- r^nn't.tir'
Page B8 THE REVIEW

















Woods 2387 Beacon 656-7333 
Blinds DRIFTWOOD CENTRE
15 H.H. REGISTERED QUAR- 
TERHORSE MARE, 6 yrs., well 
schcxiled English and Western, 
Dressage and Jumping, traffic 
and trails. Successfully shown. 
Sound with no vices. Willing to 
keep till Xmas. 388-4311 local 







FOR SALE; approx. 300 laying
hens, complete with automatic 
feeders etc. $2.00 each. 1720 
Prosser Rd. 652-0072. Ip43 
NORWEGIAN FJORD HORSES.
Big enough to work, small enough 
to feed. Just right for family farm. 
Breeding stock available in 
Southern Interior. Phone 




ram lambs. 652- 
2c44
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom home 
on Resthaven. Fireplace. W/W 
carpet, in livingroom and 
bedrooms. Fenced back yard. 
Large storage shed. $475/mo. 
Available November 15, 1983. 
NANCY LAVIOLETTE 
656-0131 (24 hrs.)
SANDOWN MOTEL S ECHO INN.
Winter weekly and monthly rates 
with kitchenettes now available. 




NON SMOKING mother and three 
children need three bedroom 
home within school bus area of 
Stelly's school. Phone652-0098. 
2c43
HOUSE, IN BRENTWOOD BAY,
Sidney area preferably with 
garage. 656-9919. 4c45
Green-Scene Landscaping
652-3089 “Ideas Through COMPLETE SERVICE
•Lawn & Garden
Maintenance 
•Pruning & Spraying 
•Fencing, Cement Work
Interlocking Stones for 
Patrios, Walks, 
Driveways













40 LAYING HENS, and 90 about





25 Years Experience 






“No Job Too Smair 656-5604
PURE HORSE .MANURE. No 




3 Room groups. Bachelor 





COUPLE WITH CHILD require
two bdrm. duplex or basement 
suite, on bus route. Must have 
laundry facilities, $400 including 
utilities. 652-3710 Kathy or Evan.
. ■ ^ ■ .2c43;,
Penthouse condominium, two 
bedrooms; two bathrooms. 
Five first class appliances. List 
Price $89,500.00
656-1111 Bill Mosher 656-7117
Penthouse condominium - One 
bedroom and den. 5 ap­
pliances, 2 decks, elevator. 
$79,500.
656-1111 Bob Frew 652-3043
miiA INDUSTRY
CUSTOAS BOAT UPHOLSTERY & BOAT TOPS
NOW HV/ilLABLE IN STOCK - UPHOLSTERY FABRIC AND
""'" 656-162210200 BOWERBANK RD. 
SIDNEY
DUPLEX — SIDNEY. 3 bdrm. 
fireplace, fenced yard, no pets. 
References. $550 per mo. 656- 
4066or656-4003. 23t
Thorne - Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, BX. V8L 3A6
Industrial / Residential / 
Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
ATTENTION BOATERS. Avoid the 
rush in spring. Take advantage of 
lower winter rates on repairs. 
Free estimates. Traditional Boat 
Repairs, 2268 Harbour Rd., ■ 
Sidney. 656-0223. 2c45
ROOM & BOARD, $325 per 
month, $90 per week, or $15 per 
day. Use of laundry facilities. 
Phone 656-2732 ■— non-smoker, 
non-drinker. 4p44
2 TO 3 BEDROOM depending, l‘/2
bath, Sidney, $450 per month. 
Available Nov. 1. 656-1740 or 
656-0623 after 5 p.m. 2c43
Established 1S25
ONE ROOM approx. 16x19. 
Sidney industrial area. Now to 
March ?,1, separate entrance, 




2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
Deep Cove - secluded country 
living at its finest. 4 bedroom 
split level, excellent condition.
656-1111 Jim Ewan 656-7319
Sidney - 3 bedroom bungalow, 
11/2 baths, large lot 
(Resthaven) $92,500.00.
4 bedroom, 2 level, fenced 
back yard $79,000.00. 
656-1111 Ted Phillips 656-5337
WES JONES 656-2405
M. finals
iSr Backhoe Excavating/t^ Trucki ng'///;
mm mmmm SEPTIC
FIELDS
Trucking, Excavating and Backhoe Work ' ;
, ^ 556 Downey Road 
,,.R.R...1,,,Gitinev, B.C.
' • •backhoe service
1 ' , rLfLoUiv 0 , •plowing, cultivating
Fxnavatinn . ’S^rotovating ■ '
/■ //’ /_







17’ TRAVEL TRAILER, stove, 
fridge, sink, potti, hook-up, sleeps 
4, $1,950. 479-2955, 598-5511.
:.4c46/; :■
ONE BEDROOM nicely furnished
suite, fireplace, central to Ocean 
Sciences, Airport, Ferries, suite 
/employed adult, $350 per month, 
utilities included.656-4337. 2c43
FIBERGLASS van or camper tops 




top floor of farm house on 5 acres. 




HOUSEKEEPING ROOM for rent,
separate entrance in quiet home. 
For more info call 656-1905 ; 2c44
1978? ; GHEVETTE
SIDNEY TOWNHOUSE, no rent 
r increasie for 12 months; 3 bdrm., 
:;;iVS':baths. 3 appliances, laundry ; 
facilities, all drapes, private yard, 
plenty of storage,; free parking. ; ; 
door, Available Nbv: 1st; Mature adults;
; a uto ma tic; IS /Good ' ; cbnd i t jb n, references. $575,656-4779.
: radials. Offers to $3,000. 656- ip4 3
SIDNEY $89,900 
New ML 76045 
PENIN. $89,900 X
Attractive 3 bedroom quality 
built home on cul-de-sac in 
Sidney. Assumable first mor­
tgage of $69.000 at 1 Qyi% 
makes this home the most at­
tractive. Walking distance to 
Sidney. Horne features quality 
carpets and hardwood floors, 
vacuu m system, cove ceiIings 
Full; /basernent ; p^
; developed s A Sid hey rnust see; 
Be^ DuTemple 658-8130; ‘ / 
SPARLING REAL ESTATE 
656-5511
1600 ACRES. Subdivided into six 
separate parcels. 800 acres 
cleared and in production, fenced 
cross fenced, 200 cunits timber. 
Priced to sell. Phone; 567-4274, 
Vanderhbof. ^ lpb43
IF YOU ARE SELLING your home, 
and you want the least problems, 
quickest sale and most money, 
then call Keith Martin 656-4 7 61 
for professional service. Block 
Bros. Realty Ltd. 656-5584 . 43rts 
' 11.2 ACRES off Stelly’s X Road/
/(south/slope). ;Close - to / Breht-v 
; ; wood, $ 160,000. Ca 11 Peter 3 88 
5471 (days) or 652-5 7 72 
^(evenings). Ip43/
REVNOLD’S PAINTING & DECORATING
★ Fully Insured ★Residential/Commercial
★ Quality Workmanship w Free Estimates
★ Interior/Exterior
w 18 years experience * Crew of 7 people
PHONE 656-3894
SADLER'S „ Interior— Exterior
Painting ^




-:///EXTERIOR'-‘ i ;: '^■/,;,/' INTERIOR.:/..,:'/".
'-\./;:,-':;::/:/,,:/652-2i76,'':''
Spraying Wall Papering Renovations
25 Years Experience — Free Estimates
GORDON OMEN
: " : Painting ;
/:::Pecorating:'^,,:;,/,.::/':/:
^-Waiicoverings:::;:/"; ■:i:
FREE ESTIMATES 656-4397 •
/ 0353:after 6 p/m// ;4p44
HANDfCAPPED / CAR, ; ^72 waterfront, 10 min. from;Sidriey;'‘
niBnd'i/f -' I firs itifinirr ; / K'aai itif I 11 V/IOVA/. Al^f
/ALL/SEASON HOME/on deeded/ 
//takefront prbperty; full baserhent;; 
//platio;//carport, in Southern 
Cariboo., McDonald, Bbx.:/;i83;,'
6,500 SO. FT/hbme on Cache Creek, B.C. VOK IHO.
■ o n lpb43'





,rom- Kitcnen nas biovei anu "'"e acres with view, Gibsons, Phone 256:-7440/ 
owner. Ser^ bSent large garden only one mile to shopping centre IS YOUR HOUSE TOO BIG? Ours
-- .......  /2p43 npr m^lil^or^V^^uver and schools 20x40 indoor is too small. Roberts Bay area. 2;
LEMANS, very 263-9^7/or write Jensen; hot tub. bedr^m; .b^ng^ow. / No ,^teps.;
car;/Good; corv 5989-Elm St. Vancouver, B.C. ”60,000. Offers,,^/; ne^ to(^letpark^b^^
V6N1A8 1r43// 9020;
PLUliBINO &
I “Big or Small 
l//We;Dd;Them::Ali’;;/











BACKHoi SEWER STORM DRAINS 
LOADING WATERLINES^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
1972 PLYMOUTH CRICKET, very 
good condition, any reasonable 








1967 CHEVY II, 4 door 6 cylinder 
motor. Runs, $350 obo. 656-0771 
; days, 656-6451 after 5 p.m. Ic43
SIDNEY ROTOVATING & 
TRACTOR SERVICE
Prompt, Courteous Service
/ Ploughing/Leveling, Fenc Pimehing
6SG.1748
(1902)
ONE-TON GMC OR Ford Steel flat 
deck, Baby dual wheels. Phone 
652-9906. ; / 2c43
1978 FORD SUPER CAB XLT, 
every option, 460 V-8 for trailei 
pulling. $3,850 or trade for small 
car. 652-0482, 2c44
VENDOR WILL FINANCE 

















/ Sal, 7-3 p.m. /







72 INTERNATIONAL P.U. with 
home made canopy. Runs. Needs 
work. $300.652-9298. 2p44
Almost 1'/? acres of level
MAGHINERY
PACIFIC FORKLIFTS SALES/We 
have the largest stock good used 
forklifts in Western . Canada, 
Pneumatics; solid tire, electric 
/and 4 W.D. 12,500; Up. Terry 
Simp»bn533-533T/ /lpb43
garden, soil, This property 
is Ideal for horses or olhor 
livestock. The two bedrm. 
bungalow; is/ completely 
renovated and in /im­
maculate condition, plus 
/thereisroomlorawork- 
/sHop/in/parf/basement 
• Here; today SOLD/Joincir;; 




3 bedrm, no step rancher,. 
Ideal starter or retirement 
home. Kitchen with eating 
area in line, Wall to/wall 
thruout.; Easy care yard. 
Close to shopping and 
transportation. Extra wide 
entrance door/ . lor 
wheelchair access, For 
more into. Joo Slarko at 
381-1578, Froddy Starka 




Lovely 3 bedrm. family 
Gome, / large. ,living-; 
iJiningrm. with airtight 
heater, /bay windows, 
spacious kitchen with 
eating area, (amily room 
with patio, spearate rec 
rm,:Three bathrooms, car-; 
port, large tolly landscaped 
lot mostly tericed./ TraHic 
tree street in popular area. 
All this tor only $119,500. 
For more inlo on this line 
property please call Freddy 
Starke 652-9602 or 
656-0747.
Bert MOff
Licensed P/untbes' New Gonstructlon and,Repairs,
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney Phone 656-1580
eO'l''IBS'tiCf ,#ife
Arbutus Realty Inc.
•Jim Smith •Roger Frampton 












Marine, Auto & Satoly Glasil 
Window Glass — Mirrors 
WlndshloldslnstallQd
Insurance Cianiis Promptly Haiidiect
10114 McBonalfl Park
Farm: anti Orchard I'ractdrs. 






; T hi s liirge 5 bed rooni la riiUy:
/ honio:(ri area ol,:nicf^lioiTiQs:: 
/must be sold;/ncluoed is fi 
/jatTiily room ott the kitchor 
: atid:a:rec.:rrh,i:down//rhe 
house;;needs ; some; TLC, 
but if your looking lor e big
house this could be tor you,







Pedrosa Masons Suppljf ltd,
6777 Oldliold Rd.,
Keotinet Intlufttrlal Aron
Stone; Marble/ ;;Masonry /$ Landscaping 
/;-$uppIies//M«»80h®:/Tools,:':CofnenL:'''':l);FG/‘ 
/tiecot‘’*Slon0;& IniRrlocking Products, B.C,'












REOUCEO TO $129,000 
MAY CONSIDER TRADES 
/This: 1450/square toot 3 
. bedroom rancher,IS llnish-: 
:',od:r,.witii,:"'t,op,::.:q,ua!iiy.: 
'materials "and wbrHniah*’ 
ship. Wood panoiiing in tho 
; livingroom,; 4v;piece. . ..on-.,
:suite,:.shake:TodL:Cw'la'''
;; siding .ar csomo ot the ex/ 
'tr.T’l/, Foi" nnpntntment' to 
vvioy/F':'piebo./dail'.::Larry.:





This 3 bedroom lull base­
ment /tiomo: has: just boon: 
listed: and is i3:/tTiust::for 
an)rbodv contenlplalihg :n 
/ purchase at ThisTime,4he 
"back yard is :iaridscaped 
' ll'ko:':’: a:;::m,ini::;Butchart: 
/gardens :;;://wllh','/:/./a^ 
greenhouse, storage sliecl, 
and tree houso lor the 
children: The: basement 
has . a tnmily " rootii; spare; 
■bedroom and workshop 
area; Theio is a sun room 
oil the kitchen toi'your ear­
ly mornlrig;; breakfast, For 





/tranco/.tamily/ liome :;.has 
App;:3d00:squareteet.ot' 
/livirig :area::on two/levels/




/Fisher; stove,, in .Tec/ room 
large: workshop,; Riy,; car-: 
: pori;:/mnln|enanco:: free 
" backyard and rnuch more, 
For: appointment to: ; view 
please t/all Larry ii Olson, 
656*1050 or 656-0747/
/^ Graham's Roofing / /^^^^^^^
■ 656-0626 Reshingling :; ;
Repairs lo Vents,
< Eaves:& Chimney





' Shakes, Shingles, Tar 
& Giavel & Repairs
658-8130





/Eagles Lake, well (reed.
: Good protluoifig well,. Only 
15 min;; drive from WoolOb/ 
'/Sovoral'; good/ building 
flitoS For more irilo pleasB 
call/ Ffotiiiy Slarko 
652*9602 or Job ; Starko 
aft1il678 or 658-0747,
No Stop bungalows re* 
qiilrod in the lower price 
range " wllhln/: walking 
d|pianco :to Beacoii. Ave. 
Garage, /or /marporL/'hol 
ossenliai:: Joo or Frodcly 




SERVING THE PENINSULA 
QUALIFIED STAFF FREE ESTIMATES
•'iwpjMH sti't foiiirid Ddtiproin iw;,,:'//:' / ';/-. 
Soitdun ifli;tiB»f(nii.', /,■■, ■ /;■:/,/'
Ciiinion 'Maiiifc* Irmn. ’rrKiMKiei 'OtnjmiinUis ana .*l4(tg«
CERTIFIED SPRAYERS •BpOH NOW FOR SPRING
6560570FULLY INSURED, nEASONAni.E'RATiS ■
: : NEW LISTING i
569,500
ICommercial "/loriecSGoi: in 
■ hoart ol Sidney across from 
Landmark Bldg. App, 6000 
sq, It, For more into;. Lail
















1. Yacht at front door!
2, No, house or yard 
maintenance!
3, Waterfront prestige loca­
tion!
4. Terrific seaviews!
This luxury, 2 bed., 2'/? bath, 





CENTRAL SAANICH Executive, 
3 bed, split level on quiet cul 
de sac. Grand piano size living 
room with rock fireplace 
feature v/all. Full Price 
Sit 9,000
“OLD DUTCH” Farmhouse on 
4 level and cleared acres. 4 
Bed, 2 baths, Large living 
room and Country kitchen. 





On Oct. 14, Parkland secondary, grossed approximately 
$8,800 for one of its most successful fall fairs in years. An 
incredible amount of enthusiasm was generated from the 
1,000-1,500 people who dropped in for a fun evening.
With casino games, stage performances, and a colourful 
gym packed with games, the excellent staff/student 
participation was obvious.
Working in classroom from fifth block, enough funds 
were raised to erase any further bill on our school bus. A 
good part of the money will be spread throughout sports 
teams and clubs to help “take away the hassles of small 
fund-raisers”, explained staff member Barry Gear.
Parkland Would like to sincerely thank residents of the 
peninsula and we look forward to their support in the 
future.
Congratulations to the winner of the Hawaii raffle —
Parkland
By Wendy Laing
have a good time for me too! Thelma Brooks’ social 
studies 11 class will enjoy a pizza luncheon after selling 
the most books of tickets and Kent Estell and Steve 
Hortobagyi will enjoy their tunes on new sound systems — 
more ticket prizes.
A compuier workshop for 30 education administrators 
was a part of last Wednesday’s itinerary. Graham Gross 
(grade 11) turned the tables to teach a program to the staff 
during the day.
Sports:
The girls field hockey wrapped up a well-fought, goal 
scoring year and the senior girls volleyball crushed 
Belmont and double “AA” Spectrum for a 7-2win/loss 
record. John Ingham, Ed Poulin, and Paul Landry were 
junior boys soccer scorers last week. These Cats pressed 
Edward Milne \vith a win and the senior boys soccer and 
volleyball showed fine style in effort.
Rap-Lp: Panthers are talking about the Harlem Clowns 
. . . science and law trips . . . Grad ’84 attire . . . CON­




Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
DEEP COVE Treed Vi' ac. on 
power, watermain and well. 
May finance, $42,500.
WATERFRONT, Only $38,000. 
Over 10,000 sq. it. on pic­
turesque Reay creek and 
pond. Fish from your back 




GREAT BUY: Two Bedroom 
home on a level lot. Tall hedge 
for privacy, nice garden area. 
This home has a crawl space, 
great for storage. Enclosed, 
deck.. Electric, heat. Have a 
look.and make an offer..
WOODED
SETTING
A most attractive home with a 
rustic charm of its own 
situated on nearly three 
quarters of an acre of property 
in the Ardmore area. Large liv­
ing room with: rock fireplace 
and hardwood floors. Adjoin­
ing dining room, kitchen, two 
bedrooms on the main level 
plus an upstairs room. Attach­
ed carport with workshop and 
storage room. Pleasant garden 
setting in a semi-wooded pro­
perty of evergreens and 
dogwood trees complete this 
charming property. Located 
near two golf courses,
NOW LISTED AT 
$112,000
ERIC GRAHAM 656-4489 
GORDON HULME LTD. 
656-1154
By Mary Ann Jones
This is my first week back after spending a week in 
Ottawa at the Terry Fox Canadian Youth Centre and I 
have stepped back into a veritable hive of activity at 
Stelly’s.
The sports teams are hitting the area with victorious 
wins,a
Our junior boys’ soccer team won its fifth game in a row 
Wednesday, defeating Belmont 2-0. Kelly Kask and Darrin 
Sam were high scorers for Stelly’s and Bob Grant is to be 
congratulated for being outstanding in goal. .
On Thursday, they played ending up regular season play 
with six straight wins. Stelly’s was victorious over Edward 
Milne with a score of 4-2
Both junior boys’ and girls’ volleyball teams played 
games on Thursday. Despite hard fights, the boys lost to 
Spencer, three games to none, as did the girls to Dunsmuir.
The junior boys’ rugby team gave Claremont a good 
fight last Wednesday. Despite their effort they ended up 
with the band end of a 16-12 score. Stelly’s scorers were
Dave Taylor with two tries and Marc McDonald with one.
For those interested in how the federal government 
works, FORUM ’84 is starting up soon. This opportunity 
for 16 and 17 year olds to study the operations of the 
federal government involves spending a week in Ottawa 
either in March of June. Sign-up for this opportunity is 
still going on.
Going along with the tradition of Stelly’s dances, our 
Hallowe’en dance will be held on Oct 27, when Stelly’s will 
step into the Hallowe’en spirit. The school’s annual 
PumpkiiT Carving Competition will be held on this day, 
and competitors’ pumpkins will help set the mood for the 
All Hallows’ Eve Dance that same evening from 7-10 p.m.
Our school hallways were turned into a drag-racing strip 
as worthy competitors risked all to compete in Stelly’s 
Annual Trike Race. Yes, the tension was high as com­
petitors climbed onto their tricycles. As the starting buzzer 
went, they tore into action, ruthlessly risking all to become 
Stelly’s champion tricycle racer for 1983. Claiming victory 
and a free ticket to the Hallowe’en Dance were 18 hard- 
fighling students. Congratulations to all and thanks for 
making it fun for everyone.
Stelly’s Thought ForThe Week.
My week in Ottawa gave me further proof of the fact 
that e.xperience prompts growth. To broaden our horizons 
and see what there is lo see helps us to understand where 
we fit into the scheme of things. It allows us to see op­
portunities, dream of goals we may yet achieve and how 
much there really is to achieve on both the large scale and, 
more importantly, the smaller scale of life. To trap our­
selves in a blinkered world is to turn our backs on op­
portunity and growth. And this growth is what can make
us
we can see that we are atl as important as the next person.
. $37,900; for an immaculate 3; 
:bedroom mobile,; homeTon a 
rented lot 50’x150’. This 
mobile home has a; working 
;heatilator Fireplace, full skir­
ting, 2 decks’.' Quiet area. Call. 
656-6958 to view this excep­





2481 Beacon Avei 
Sidney, Bid. 
656-3951
By Angela Isaac 
What does Kermit the 
frog have in common with a 
video game, or a group of 
tourists, a bear or even a 
group of wild new-wavers? 
They are all popular 
costumes at Claremont’s 
annual Hallowe’en dance.
LOOKING FOR ECONOMY? 3
bedrooms, :;giassedfin; eating 
-areaT - in ;;’',kitchen.:,: hardwood: 
floors, iwoodstovehhserthMts 
'it all, PLUS'-'3:basement room, 
with bath suitable for in-laws 
or rental - Let me show you - it 
will impress you -.Location 




NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that 
an application will be made to the 
Director of Vital iStatisticsTor a;
: Chan^ of,;Name;pursuant;to the;
■ proyisidnsTof theY’Narrie ActYbyi 
L me‘T;;Adryled V Ledgada Y Ba rba ra v 
;Thayer;;ofy7953 ;Galbraith;;Cres;T 
; SaanichtdnT;B.C; in Sidhey. iri the : 
^Proyince;ofxBritish;:Columbia1aS': 
follows to changeTthy name frorn 
l Adryled Leoj^cla BarbaraThayer;; 
to Audrey Legadia Thayer. Dated 
i this :T9th day^ df lOctobef A;DT 
1983. Ip43
There is less than a week 
r e m ainin g b e fore 
Glarement takes on a 
“new” decor. Posters of 
bats, black cats and other 
Ora h g e and b 1 a c k
: paraphernalia will' be used; 
iri the hallways to set the; 
mood for the tran­
sformation of the gym.
supplied by former student 
Dennis Harwood.
Claremont’s triva buff, 
Mrs Wieland, has 
developed a new challenge 
, for the Spartans. Each 
Christmas Mrs; ' Wieland 
;;has sponsored a Civilization 
; Contest, ;tO determine the? 
student of Claremont who 
the most ‘ ‘civilized’T.:;
Way. Participants are 
requested to answer a 
number of “trivial” 
questions. The winning 
group then goes on to 
represent Claremont in a 
contest with other south 
Island schools. The names 
of the students who succeed { 
in the contest will be 
published at a later date; 
Good luck to all who enter!
Wins
IS
In the eerie light cast by 
the Jack-O-Lanterns, the 
Spartans will dance the 
“‘■Caway? with;;the?™usicl
This fall fdrj a change? of 
pace she is also offering a 
trivia challenge contest.
To enter, the student 
pays S5 as an entry fee, 
is donated to United
The girls’ grass hockey 
team has Tagain ac- 
CO m p 1 i s h e d t w o m o r e 
victories; for Claremont^ 
once against Parklands, the 
other against Spectrum.
The senior 
volleyball team were the 
victors in a recent game 
against Dunsmuir. Well
;a Pender Island resident ; 
who ; achieved superior 
scholastic standings ; and
; c o m m u n it y s e r v ice? 
recognition while; in high- ; 
school has won a $600 B.G: 
Tel. employee ;dependent 
scholarship.
i Phillip; SabbaglTivis;: a 
g r a d u a t e o f Parkland
school where he maintained 
a n ‘ ‘ A ” a ver age. H e ea rne d 
a place on humanities, 
mathematics and science 
honor rolls. In addition, he 
-was'.among 21 finalists in 
the B.C. scholarship 
competition to attend the
winners.
Sabbagh became in­
terested in computers three 
years ago and designed an 
engineering program for a 
local construction com­
pany. He also worked on 
the company’s payroll and 
income tax programs.
Sabbagh, who now at­
tends Carleton University in 
Ontario, plans to pursue a 
degree in computer science, 
with the goal of continuing 
his education with 
postgraduate studies in
United World College in 
B.C. or Wales. Par­
ticipation in a school trip to software design; He is the • 
France prevented him from son of retired B.C. Tel. 
attending the final in- traffic engineering techni- 




Fine Canadian & Chinese Food 
DINC, IN OR TAKE OUT 
812 Vcrdlcr Ave., Brentwood Bay 
652-3622
steak & unowder House
,; V *;0n,Tiw Wiini Uimtlwoodifiny?
--'.nfry our,fi«(«Hc ,.?; h 
Nem'sa/ad: Aar:-ii;nnA wp!;,;.
Breahlitst, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Bnincli l l;30*l!30 
7172 Brentwood Drive 




:V ; ;En|oy our 24'itprn Salad Bar ?: 
..TAkE'OUI ORDEBS t
IN THE BEACON PLAZA .MALL
2321 Beacon Avo. Sitinoyl
STFAK, petZA A SPAGHETTI HOUSE 
; ^ Evening Dining In 
Fine Mediterranean Tradition
Mon ■1hu(* ,1,1 i,ni lo U
':'?'rri. a s»t. it i,m,
: SUN. « HOUOAYS p.m,.10 p,wt,
' IakE outs 656-5596: - 7 




OPEN FROM 5 P.M.
7 DAYS A WEEK
W(.‘Sl Saanich Rti, tiy 
Royal Oak Slioppiiif) Goiilio
■:R'(3;saryali0fiS' 479,'*2123.
FAMILYDINING
FirsiClass Meals- Fast Service
2280 Beacon 656-1176
NiGHn YEmmmMEmj %
rni; ..l ? ? sun, t to 11:30 (iail?




KHICIItN NIBS. RunnrHS. 
; SOFT ICE ClltAM. ,
• U (Mii: CWtIitin, UirKO W»il|l*i, litg. SU 00
•Md, CuIhUm ‘12,50rut®." sat.-.11:30- TiSO 11.Ill, 
K-SUN—ir-7:30p.iti'i-::'.',.?
cLostB'MONosYs,-,:•?
98G-4lh Strnot, Sidney f
SEA BREEZE CAFE
RPt CI W.I7IH(i IN
FISH & CHIPS
fiU-NllliA(iM.NilliMiv H rt.*
tWffi'CK. lAFt 'ClII " ‘ji.i'ali.t
656-1621?:M'?':’:.
;; i?Tt niiii:, iiiwiT ?
' ai ttiNtAllli: ■'?




Mon. to Sat, 8 am to 4 pm 
Sunday 9 am to 4 pm 656-6521
for FAMIIY DINING 
at FAMILY PRICES
Mon, lo Tri, 9 am • 9 pm 
Sal, fliiiiMOpm Sim. Ham-Opm




fish i CHIPS WITH A DIFFEBEHCE
DEEP FRIED HALinUT IN SOURDOUOH BATTER
OftILY LUNCH AND DINNtfl SPECIALS . . , v;
? BOEAOANO PieS BAKED IN OUR OWN KITCHEN '
!470 BMtOn A»,:, SI0n.v ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B Sm ’ a 5m
•AX:.
HOAtESTFtE CQOKWe a SAKINO jt rnh f wnnd S ii (ip p ih (} n n ri i rn
10% Sonlor CiHzen piscpunt 2 p.m.f? p.^
6524192
I,;::';;;;??;?;?? ifc?
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The Sidney group of the 
Save The Children Fund 
holds regular meetings at 2 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church 
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on 
th& second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. 
New members or visitors 
warmly welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress 
Club meets the second and 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. 
in Shady Creek United 
Church Hall, 7184 East 
Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Sidney Stroke Club will 
be meeting the second and 
fourth Wednesday each 
month, 11 a.m. lo 2 p.m. in 
Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more in­
formation call co-ordinator 
Ruth Snow at 656-2101.
You can help, the 
Salvation Army needs 
clothing, household ar­
ticles, appliances and 
furniture for its 
rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Can we help you? Call 
the Community Coun­
selling Centre, 9813-5th St., 
Sidney, 24-hour answering 
service. Call 656-1247.
o >n e n ’ s Support 
■ Group. A discussion group 
Tor women ^dealing \yith 
their current needs. 
Newcomers welcome 
Wednesday afternoons at 
1:30 p.m. in the Com­
munity Counselling Centre, 
98r3-5th Street, Sidney. For 
more information call 656- 
1247.
Attention iadies: all voice 
ranges - we want you to sing 
barbershop-style. It’s a fun 
time! Most Monday liights 
7:45 p.m. at the Legion 
Hall, Mills Rd. For more 
information call 652-3030 
or 656-1906.
Central Saanich senior 
citizens have moved to their 
new centre at 1229 Clark- 
Rd., Brentwood Bay. (652- 
4611). New members 
welcome. A calendar of
activities is available at the 
centre, which is open daily 
10 a.m. - noon and 2-4
PRICES EFFEECTIVE 
OCT. 26, 27, 28, 29, 1983 
QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
UR HIQD DOLUIR HERE
p.m.
Saanich and the Islands 
Ladies (SAILS) for Social 
Credit meet the third 
Wednesday of each month.
For further information 
please call 656-2723.
Speak French and want 
to keep conversational 
skills? Toastmasters En 
Francais meets Thursday 
evenings 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
Is overeating creating 
problems in your life? 
Overeaters Anonymous can 
help. No dues , no weighing. 
Meetings are at 8 p.m., 
Mondays, 9788 - 2nd Street, 
Sidney. Call 652-9931.
Peninsula Singers meet 
every Tuesday 7:30 - 9:30 
p.m. at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Rd. 
New members and visitors 
welcome. Well known hits 
from musicals as well as 
traditional songs are sung. 
Men and women of all 
voices are welcome — if 
you like to sing please join 
the group. For more in­
formation call 656-5301.
Sidney Teen Activity 
Group (STAG) located at . 
2304 Oakville St., behind 
Sanscha Hall grounds^ is 
open to Saanich Peninsula 
youth aged 13-18 years. ; 
Clutihouse winter hours are 
7^9:30 p^m: Tuesday,, 
Wednesday, Thursday and 
7-11 p.m. Saturdays.
STAG floor hbckey 
nights at Sidney elemeittary }
V school: gym are held eyeiy; 
Monday, 7-9 p.m.
STAG also offers pool, 
foosball and ping-pong, as 
well as many other special 
events and community 
projects. All activities are 
free and no registration is 
required. Parent and teen 
inquiries welcome. For 
more information call the 













DR. BALLARD'S BEEF CHUNKS OR
BEEF STEW .,, ..... ........
BUMBLE BEE CHUNK LIGHT



























BEA^S WITH P0RK 398mL.
TASTER’S CHOICE FREEZE DRIED
IISIilTC0FFEE.7g
MINUTE MAID HIGH PULP OR REGULAR
OBilBE lUICE 3S5mL.


















FROM CONCENTRATE 907 mL..... . .......
KRAFT PARRAY SOFT
MARGARIME,.,
















The Pioneer Girls’ Club at Bethel Fellowship Baptist 
Church on Mills Road for girls in grades 2-5, still has room 
for girls in grades 2 and 3. Club meetings are from 6:30-8 
p.m. Tuesdays. Contact Jean Nelson at 656-5870. 2-43
Hi . 'V ■ ■ III
Sidney NDP group will meet at Sidney-North Saanich 
library on Resthaven Drive Oct 27 at 7:30 p.m. Speaker is 
Dave Stupich, MLA and provincial leadership candidate.
All welcome. 2-43
♦ in *
St. Andrews Morning Group’s autumn rummage sale j 
will be held Oct. 28 from 10 a.m, - 1 p.m. Clothing, 
treasures, toys, plants, household items etc.^ Margaret 
Vaughan-Birch Hall 4th St. ’ 1-43
will be held Oct, 27 at Royal Oak Inn. Guest speaker is Mel 
Cooper, C-Fajt radio, 'rickets at Spooners,; Peninsuh 
. r Printers, Free Press, Review chamber office. Call 
656-3616 for more information, 1-43
La Lechc League of Sidney invites expectant and 
breastfeeding mothers to a meeting Nov. 2, 8 p.m. at 2040 
Wesbrook (off Canora), Sidney. The topic is “Advantages 
of breastfeeding to mother and baby.’’ For more in­
formation call 652-5781. Babies welcome!. 2-44
Panorama Leisure Centre has over 20 workouts to 
choose from this {iunimcf. WcMl help get the body fit and :*! 
firm with classes geared to a variety of exercise levels. The 
music is jjiotivating and the exercises .safe and effective.
Sidney Activity Program requires volunteer helpers with 
,,11 knowledge of bas^ crafts an asset but not cssentiuU The 
program runs Mondays 9:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. at Margaret 
Vaughan Birch ITall bn 4th St., Sidney. For more in- 
; formation call Markeia at 652-1483.
All coming event:,, items must be submitted before 5 p.m. 
Friday to be published in ilte next issue of The, Review. All 
items may run for a maximum of two in.scrtions. Non­
profit organizations only please. For more information 
'please,phone 656-1
. , ' • * *
Pcnin.sula Players present Ladies in Rciiiemeni, Nov. 4 
3, n, 12 at 8 p.m. Central Saanich Lions Hall, corner of 
Central and F3ast Saanich Roads, Tickets avallahle from 
the Vhotu'lu Shop. BieniwoocL and Tanners Books and 
I alfls, Sidney, 2-44
St. Mary'.s /^nglican Church will be holding a rummage
Cultra Ave* in Saanichton, 1*43
Attention ladies: All voice ranges needed Tor .singing 
I barbershop st'-h*. It’s a fun time. Most Monday nights 7:30 
' , p.m. at the Ugion Hall Mills Rd; For tno(;e information
‘ call^$2-3030"
